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NINETEENTH ANNUAL REPORT
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY
COMMONWEALTH PIER, BOSTON
To the Honorable Senate and House of Representatives:
I have the honor of submitting- the nineteenth annual report of the Depart-
ment of Public Safety, covering the activities and accomplishments of the De-
partment for the fiscal year December 1, 1938 to November 30, 1939.
The Department is organized as outlined in the foregoing organization chart
and in the roster appearing later in this report. Every officer and inspector of
the department is vested with police authority and is available immediately for
police duties in emergencies.
The records of both the detective bureau and the uniformed branch of the
Division of State Police for the year 1939 reveal an increase in the number
of arrests and convictions over the previous year. Enforcement activities to
maintain highway safety also took an upward swing with an increase of almost
fifty per cent in the number of violations reported. The efficiency of the uni-
formed personnel in the handling of traffic was greatly enhanced through the
cooperation of the traffic division of the Department of Public Works. The
latter division submits monthly reports pertaining to the number, type and kind
of accidents which occur on the state highways. These records contain an ac-
curate summary of the location, time, date, and cause of accidents, so that it
is possible to assign highway patrols to areas which have been found to be
dangerous in order that our officers may concentrate their activities in eliminat-
ing further accidents at points on the highway known to be hazardous.
Through the use of the facilities of the laboratories of the department, 82.2
per cent of the hit-and-run accidents reported to the State Police were solved.
Less than one per cent of the total number of these cases adjudicated by the
courts escaped punishment.
The work of the Bureau of Identification was greatly increased by the enact-
ment of legislation relative to sex criminals, so called. This new law provides
that the department shall furnish to the police authorities of each city and town
and to each district attorney, a full description, photograph, fingerprints and
personal history of persons who have been committed to an institution for a
sex crime and who are about to be released. This entailed much more work
;
however, no provision was made in the law for means to purchase necessary
equipment or for the employment of additional personnel.
Plans are now being discussed for the appointment of a medicolegal consult-
ant as part of a program designed to provide every available scientific aid to
the law enforcement agencies of the commonwealth for the investigation of crime
and make complete, in every respect, the laboratory facilities of this depart-
ment, placing them on a par with, if not exceeding, any such organization in
America.
The Massachusetts State Police Recruit Training School and the State Police
Academy, the advanced training school, were referred to last year by a com-
mittee on police training of the American Bar Association as among the leading
schools of this nature in the United States.
The Division of Fire Prevention maintained a splendid record for the con-
viction of persons accused of arson and other crimes arising from the investiga-
tion of incendiary fires.
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The activities of the Division of Inspection were increased in scope by the
enactment of legislation which requires the inspection of practically all air tanks
with a pressure exceeding fifty pounds per square inch ; whereas previously
only those tanks used in connection with pneumatic machinery were subject
to inspection. The work of this division was substantially increased as a result
of the 1938 hurricane, which brought about the renovation of damaged structures
and the replacement of buildings which were totally demolished.
The State Boxing Commission reports a substantial increase in revenue due
to the new interest in boxing throughout the state.
During the past fiscal year the gross receipts from license fees and other
sources of revenue totaled $154,616.89, an increase of $11,585.87 over the previ-
ous year. The most substantial increase was made in the amount of fees collected
for the approval of applications for Lord's Day entertainments.
In keeping with the general trend for providing lasting security for em-
ployees, a pension law was passed by the General Court for the retirement of
members of the Division of State Police at the age of fifty at half pay and even
more generous provisions for officers who receive disabling injuries in the line
of duty.
Another measure for providing greater security was the voluntary organiza-
tion by the members of the uniformed branch of the Division of State Police
of an insurance group. Each member of the group purchased a thousand dollar
policy for eighty-five cents per month. The formation of this insurance group
permitted the members to buy insurance at a low price ; whereas individual
insurance for police officers is costly because of the hazardous nature of the
occupation.
The present engineers' and firemen's license law as contained in Chapter 146
of the General Laws does not provide for annual renewal of such licenses. Once
issued the licenses are in force for life unless suspended or revoked for cause.
It is recommended that legislation in amendment of existing law be enacted,
to provide annual renewal of these licenses at a fee reasonably proportionate
to the fees charged for the original licenses.
Section 2 of Chapter 146 of the General Laws provides for the formulating,
printing, and distribution of the Steam Boiler Rules formulated by the Board
of Boiler Rules. This statute provides that the rules shall be printed and furn-
ished by the Commissioner to those requesting them. No provision is made for
a charge for these rules although it is a highly technical book of 220 pages
prepared and printed at considerable expense. It is recommended that the
present law be amended by providing for a reasonable charge for these rules.
A radio engineering survey of the entire state is again recommended, to be
made when the finances of the Commonwealth permit, in order to ascertain the
most efficient and economical means of providing an adequate police two-way
radio communication system capable of meeting all normal or emergency de-
mands that may be made upon it.
The result of the year's activities, as summarized under the various headings
in this report, justifies the confidence and pride which the people of the Com-
monwealth feel in this department. I wish to extend to all officials in the public
service who have given their cooperation in the work of this department, and
to the members of the department whose loyalty and efficiency have contributed
to the success of its administration, my sincere thanks and appreciation.
Eugene M. McSweeney,
Commissioner.
DIVISION OF STATE POLICE
The Division of State Police is under the immediate charge of the Commis-
sioner of Public Safety, in accordance with the provisions of Chapter 22, Sec-
tion 3 of the General Laws. This division includes the state detectives, under
the direction of a chief of detectives, and the uniformed branch, under a captain
and executive officer.
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The detective bureau was established by law primarily to aid the attorney-
general and the district attorneys and the magistrates in procuring evidence
for the detection of crime and the pursuit of criminals.
The uniformed branch was created in 1921 as a specially organized, highly
trained body to be constantly employed in the prevention of crime, the appre-
hension of criminals and the protection of life and property generally through-
out the state.
State Detectives
During the year of 1939 the state detectives participated in many notable
investigations with remarkable success in the conviction of persons accused of
criminal offenses. Special reference is made to the LeFebvre murder case,
which is described in detail in a subsequent section of this report, because it is
outstanding in the employment of scientific aids ; nevertheless, there were other
equally important investigations which cannot be discussed due to the limita-
tations of this report.
Many major criminal cases were investigated by state detectives assigned
to the offices of the district attorneys. At least one man from the detective
bureau is assigned to the district attorneys of the commonwealth, excepting
Suffolk County. In case of homicide and when serious crimes occur the state
detectives act as investigators of the district attorneys. When further assistance
is needed by a state detective attached to a district attorney's office, it is furn-
ished from the headquarters detective staff.
Members of this bureau are also assigned as investigators for the attorney-
general, State Board of Medicine and the State Insurance Division to serve
as law enforcement and investigating officers.
A material gain in the activities of the state detectives is revealed by a com-
parison with the activities of the year previous. There were 399 arrests made
this year as compared with the 321 of the previous year. Of these, there were
79 more convictions. There was also an increase in the number of investiga-
tions conducted by the detectives and a gain of $3,324 in the amount of fines and
court costs paid. The value of property recovered totaled $37,431.
Uniformed Branch of State Police
The functions and duties of the uniformed force have undergone certain
changes since its inception because of the enactment of new laws, particularly
the interstate crime laws, and important changes in the methods of travel by
the public. When the uniformed force was established highway traffic was
a negligible problem, whereas it is now one of the dominant problems.
An analytical study of the statistical summary of the Division of State Police
indicates the diversity of the activities of the uniformed branch. Robbery, homi-
cide and other serious crimes against the person are not limited to the confines
of municipalities and it is sometimes the duty of the officers of this branch to
investigate major criminal cases.
Last year members of the uniformed force made 5,961 arrests and obtained
5,457 convictions of persons charged with crimes other than the violation of
motor vehicle laws.
A series of larceny cases involving grain stores in Worcester County were
solved as a result of the vigilance of officers assigned to a special detail in an
effort to detect the thieves. In the Cape Cod section a ring of hen thieves were
arrested and convicted to end a series of losses to hen farmers. The rural farm
patrol during the crop season was continued with excellent results. The tattooing
of chickens and the listing of the cataloguing of chicken farmers was maintained
as well as the system of checking shipments of chickens to prevent wholesale
thefts that were prevalent a few years ago.
The troopers were called upon to perform other duties, such as escorting
sick and injured persons to hospitals, giving first-aid to persons injured, search-
ing for persons lost in rural communities, recovering bodies of persons drowned
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and other errands of mercy. During the late fall and winter months the officers
continued making their regular inspection visits to the numerous summer homes,
cottages and camps within their patrol areas.
One of the most difficult feats was the escorting of the snow cruiser used in
the current Antarctic Expedition across the state to a point of embarkation
at Boston. Reports estimated the throngs of spectators at two million, the
largest crowd to gather in any of the several states through which it traveled;
nevertheless, not a single accident was reported and the snow cruiser covered
more miles per day in this state than in any other. The State Police were com-
mended by those interested in the expedition and also by newspaper commen-
tators for the excellency of service rendered on that occasion.
An increase in the number of arrests made by the officers of the uniformed
branch over the previous year was noted. The arrests totaled 6,763 for last
year as compared with the total 5,899 arrests of the year previous, indicating
a plus fourteen per cent increase in prosecutions of criminal offenses.
LABORATORIES
The Bureaus of Photography, Ballistics, Chemistry and the Questioned Docu-
ments and Handwriting Bureau are under the supervision of the chief of detec-
tives, and the work of those bureaus shall be described in this reference to the
Division of State Police. There has been a substantial increase in the use of
the laboratories by the members of the State Police and officers of the depart-
ments of municipalities within the commonwealth and also policemen of other
state police departments.
Bureau of Photography
For instance, the Bureau of Photography increased its volume of work almost
fifty per cent over the previous year, with the most substantial increase being
noted in the use of photography in the investigation of motor vehicle accidents.
There was also a sizeable increase in the use of the personnel of that bureau
in the photographing of fingerprints in the investigation of criminal cases.
A comparison of figures submitted by the officer in charge of the bureau,
dealing with the use of the photostat machine, reveals a more extensive use
of that instrument by the police, especially as a medium for copying fingerprint
records and photographs of criminals and suspects. This machine is also used
a great deal to copy questioned documents and evidence of a documentary nature.
Bureau of Ballistics
The activities of the Bureau of Ballistics were more numerous this year than
the year previous. That section of the division was responsible for the examina-
tion of 450 firearms, 50 more than in 1938, and 602 examinations of ballistics
evidence as compared with the 200 specimens examined the year before. Con-
sultations with members of other police departments have increased with the
growing popularity of the use of the laboratories of the division.
Bureau of Chemistry
The Bureau of Chemistry was employed more frequently during the past year
than ever before, particularly by the medical examiners of Massachusetts with
whom an agreement exists to examine the organs of persons who die as the
result of violence, alcohol or under unknown or mysterious circumstances. This
service is gratis, causing the elimination of certain expenses formerly incurred
in the hiring of experts.
Evidence of a scientific nature was submitted to this bureau by members of
municipal departments on sixty-two occasions and by members of federal
agencies and out-of-state departments as well as an increase in the number
of cases where evidence was submitted by the State Police.
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The chemical laboratory staff at headquarters and the branch laboratory at
Northampton enjoyed remarkable success in dealing with hit-and-run cases,
where evidence of a scientific nature was submitted for examination. With the
aid of the Bureau of Photography, considerable original research has been and
is being made in that field and other branches of science dealing with the investi-
gation of crime.
Questioned Documents and Handwriting Bureau
Facilities of the questioned documents and handwriting bureau were employed
on many occasions by the attorney-general, district attorneys and police of
New England. This particular branch of police science is growing rapidly and
is being more widely accepted as a means of determining the guilt of persons
accused of crimes in which handwriting, forged or questioned documents are
involved.
Proposed Appointment
At the present time plans are being discussed for the appointment of Dr.
Alan R. Moritz, professor of legal medicine of Harvard University, to the post
of expert assistant in the department to serve as a consulting pathologist to the
medical examiners of the commonwealth. This program will include the use
of the laboratories of the Department of Legal Medicine which are now under
the process of construction.
This move will place the facilities of Harvard University at the disposal of
not only the medical examiners but also the district attorneys and the other
law enforcement officers in the state. The services of Dr. Moritz and his staff
will be given without cost, an important phase which should help reduce the
expenses of the various county governments.
The appointment of a consulting pathologist will complete the laboratory
system of the Massachusetts State Police. For many years the bureaus of
photography, chemistry, ballistics and questioned documents have served as
scientific aids to the police of New England. With the appointment of Dr.
Moritz, the services of a competent staff of medicolegal experts will be avail-
able to the law enforcement agencies, enabling them to take advantage of every
possible scientific device and expert assistance that can be used in the investiga-
tion of crime.
Bureau of Criminal Identification
The Bureau of Criminal Identification continues to serve as an important
adjunct to the department, performing a cooperative service with the Board
of Probation, the Massachusetts Training School, the Department of Correction,
the Department of Public Health, the Department of Public Welfare, the Federal
Department of Justice, the United States Treasury Department, the Immigra-
tion Department, the United States Army, the municipal and state courts and
the railroad detective divisions.
At the close of the fiscal year there were 347,480 fingerprint records and 85,970
rogues' gallery photographs on file, not including 7,673 personal identification
fingerprint records. During 1939, 21,856 fingerprint records and 10,764 photo-
graphs were properly indexed and filed after being received. The scope of the
work of that bureau is indicated by the total of 12,104 identifications made dur-
ing the past year.
Additional duties and responsibilities were given the personnel of the bureau
as a result of the enactment of the so-called Sex-Crime Release Law, which
provides that a fingerprint record and a photograph, together with a criminal
history and description, shall be transmitted to the police by this department,
after notice has been received that a person sentenced for certain violations
as being a sex offender is about to be released from jail or prison.
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A rogues' gallery photograph file was also established within the bureau of
out-of-state parolees who are released under the supervision of the common-
wealth in accordance with the terms of the interstate crime compact.
Bureau of Communications
The police of Massachusetts depend entirely upon the Bureau of Communica-
tions of the Division of State Police for state-wide broadcasts of radio and tele-
type messages. This unit serves the twenty-five stations and substations of this
department and also the many police departments included within the Greater
Boston suburban circuit whenever it is necessary to send out a general alarm.
Teletype connections also exist between this bureau and the state police of
Rhode Island, Connecticut, New Hampshire, New York, New Jersey, Pennsyl-
vania and Delaware. The vast teletype network of the nation is also an open
channel for all police communications, messages being transmitted much on the
same principle as regular telephone calls so that it is possible to send a message
to any teletype station in the United States.
More than 350,000 messages are transmitted and received over the teletype
system of the Massachusetts State Police each year. When an emergency exists,
such as the hurricane of 1938 and the flood of 1936, this bureau is the sole means
of communication for the various rescue and salvage units.
In addition to the routine and emergency police work, the teletype bureau
includes a service for the transmission of information concerning weather con-
ditions for the many airports in Massachusetts and routine reports of the field
conditions of the various airdromes. Incidentally, the aviators of the common-
wealth serve as voluntary fire wardens for the government inasmuch as they
notify the State Police of all forest fires which they notice from the air, if they
have reason to believe that no alarm has been sounded. Local police and fire
departments are, in turn, notified of the fire by the State Police.
Notification of all airplane accidents is forwarded to the Massachusetts Aero-
nautic Commission by the State Police. The Commissioner of Public Safety
is an active member of this commission and is able to bring to its operations
a wide range of practical cooperation.
In recent years invaluable service has been rendered to the highway trans-
portation system, including both bus and freight lines, in regard to road and
weather conditions. Regular calls are received each day from the transportation
concerns for detailed reports of road conditions in order to enable the companies
to make necessary arrangements for their running schedules. This service is
also extended to the automobile clubs of the state.
Radio is another important link of the communications system. Every cruis-
ing car is equipped with a receiving set and some few cars are equipped with
two-way radio. Over 100.000 radio messages are dispatched each year, including
messages to over 120 police departments, federal agencies, state department
officials, medical examiners and fire departments which are served by this depart-
ment.
During the fall a code transmitter was installed at the Northampton head-
quarters for the transmission of messages to police departments in the Middle
West states. This permits this department to have direct contact with the police
radio-telegraph system in that area. This system also extends to the states in
the Mississippi Valley and it is possible to relay messages via Texas to New
Mexico, Colorado, Nevada and California. Present plans call for a further ex-
pansion of this radio-telegraph code system.
As the central clearing house for receiving and dispatching messages relating
to police matters, an efficient system for indexing and filing the various messages
had to be devised to meet the constant demand for immediate information. This
resulted in the establishment of a compact system based upon the chapter and
section in the General Laws of the commonwealth so that each crime was cata-
logued according to a code number.
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Last year 6,570 different crimes were catalogued in this file and, of these,
1,177 reports were cancelled because of prosecutions or recovery of goods lost
or stolen. Missing persons numbering 5,602 were catalogued and, of these, a
total of 4,225 were located and the items cancelled. Names of 2,383 wanted
persons were filed and cancellations totaling 1,429 were made because of arrests.
The central filing system is extensively used by the police because it is the
only bureau where all reported crimes are filed in Massachusetts. Frequently,
suspicious persons or persons arrested for a crime are identified by resorting
to these files and, on many occasions, the suspects have been discovered as per-
petrators of other crimes. Lost and stolen property is restored to the rightful
owners through the use of this system. Routine check-ups are made by mail
of all items not cancelled in the files, serving to keep alive an interest in the
subject of the report or revealing solved crimes or the return of missing persons
or lost goods which the police neglected to report. Stolen property with an
estimated value of $127,000 was recovered through the medium of the Bureau
of Communications.
Highway Safety
The past few years have brought about a laudable reduction in the number
of deaths on our state highways, but there remains the vital and perplexing
problem of making further reductions. The elderly pedestrian must be reached
by some means to teach him to guard his life while walking along the state high-
ways, because of the twenty-five fatal pedestrian accidents only four were child-
ren. It is universally agreed that pedestrians should walk on the left side of the
road, facing oncoming traffic, and, at night, they should carry or wear something
white to make themselves visible to the motorists.
The accident prevention and law enforcement program of the State Police
is based upon selective enforcement ; that is, patrols are assigned to certain areas
where accidents have happened and statistics conclusively show that a danger
spot exists which requires special attention.
Each month records of fatal, non-fatal and property damage accidents are
carefully catalogued and recorded by the Traffic Division of the • Department
of Public Works and transmitted to the State Police for their information. This
is the only state in the United States where such a cooperative system exists
between the agencies of enforcement and engineering.
These records are received by the traffic bureau of the Division of State
Police where the statistics are analyzed and interpreted so that they may be
readily digested by the troop and station commanders in order that each of the
twenty-five station and substation commanders will have a detailed statistical
analysis of highway accidents which occurred the same month the previous year
in order that patrols may be assigned to dangerous sections within their station
area.
There is an immediate need for the proper and uniform posting of speed limits
on all highways within the commonwealth to make it possible to reduce motor
vehicle fatalities. Last year no less than six hundred out-of-state operators were
involved in the total 1,721 motor vehicle accidents investigated by the State
Police. Although this fact may be partially due to the influx of tourists attracted
to New England by the World's Fair at New York City, there always will be
a constantly large number of visitors in Massachusetts because of its historical
background plus the fact that it is a famous vacation center. This attraction
has always existed during the summer, but, now, due to the winter sports, hun-
dreds of thousands visit this state to participate in the activities of the winter
season.
A special commission has been established to bring tourists and new business
to Massachusetts ; yet, as hosts, we neglect to inform our visitors of the dangers
that may be encountered if they drive their automobiles at a rate greater than
the safety limits of our highways.
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Security for Uniformed Force
The most progressive step in the direction of security for the members of the
Massachusetts State Police was taken this year by the General Court of the
commonwealth when it enacted into law a bill which provides for the retire-
ment of troopers at age 50 with half pay and, with liberal provisions, for the
retirement of disabled men. The new law became effective December 1st.
The legislation was initially introduced by the former commissioner in 1937
and reintroduced in 1938 and 1939 by the present Commissioner of Public Safety.
Twice the proposed bills were rejected, but when the legislation was finally
approved, its provisions were much more generous and extensive than the orig-
inal proposal.
Members who are injured in line of duty and disabled to the extent of in-
capacitation will receive half their regular rate of compensation plus an an-
nuity based upon contributions of the individual to the State Retirement Fund.
The new State Police pension system is contributory. Deductions of five per
cent are made each month on all salaries to $2600.
The present provisions of the pension law require the retirement of all officers
at age 50 provided they have had 20 years of continuous service. The new act
contains the stipulation that the maximum age for enlistment shall be 30, to
ensure a young personnel.
Additional security, other than the new pension law, has been provided for
by the formation of an association among the members of the Division of State
Police for the maintenance of a group insurance plan. Ninety per cent of the
members have purchased $1,000 life insurance policies payable at death for any
cause.
This group insurance plan was originated when the present commissioner
appointed a committee to investigate the feasibility of such a plan. The Com-
mittee made an extensive study of the problem and the association, when formed,
awarded the group policy to the John Hancock Life Insurance Company on a
basis of competitive bidding. A representative committee of the members of the
insurance group selected the company.
This plan gave needed strength to the link which provides for the security
of officers killed or injured in the line of duty. This insurance gives protection
to those who die as the result of injury or illness incurred both on and off duty.
The existing statute provides for the payment of $1,000 annually to the widow
and $200 to each child of an officer who is killed in the line of duty or dies as
the result of injury or illness incurred while on duty.
Prior to the purchase of group insurance, altogether too many officers did
not carry insurance because of the prohibitive cost of individual life insurance
policies. A survey made during the process of formulating an insurance plan
showed that seventy-five per cent of the men did not carry insurance of any kind.
The men pay monthly dues of eighty-five cents to the Association. Collections
are made by station commanders who, in turn, transmit the payments to the
troop commanders who forward them to the adjutant at General Headquarters.
The dues are checked and the monthly premium is then sent to the insurance
company. To date, there have been no delinquents.
These measures ensure the future security of the officers and free them from
the apprehension that they will be retired or discharged without ample protec-
tion when they become too old to perform their duties as troopers. The pension
act also provides for a continuous turnover, which will allow for the maintenance
of a young personnel, so necessary to a state police organization.
Statistical Report of
Division of State Police
The following statistical report of this division indicates the scope of the
activities of both branches of the State Police. For a better understanding of
the work done by the uniformed division, a few of the outstanding cases investi-
gated by that branch are related in the following
:
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Two girls were struck by a car operated by a hit-and-run driver in Southboro
while on their way to a Hallowe-en party. At the scene, a broken radiator orna-
ment was found. A state-wide investigation of possible places where such an
ornament might be sold was made. Officers were assigned to canvass garages,
automotive equipment shops and automobile accessory stores to determine if an
ornament similar to that found at the scene of the accident had been purchased.
A trooper visited a garage in Natick where he found that a man had attempted
to buy such an ornament. The would-be purchaser was apprehended and, after
questioning, admitted being involved in the accident which caused the death of
one of the children and critical injury to the other.
While on patrol, two officers observed a car bearing a Florida registration
plate travelling at an excessive rate of speed over Route 1. The troopers found
that the driver's license and registration were not in order and he was taken
to the barracks for questioning. The man was fingerprinted because of the
suspicion he aroused and it was later learned through the cooperation of the
Federal Bureau of Investigation that the suspect was wanted in Miami, Florida,
for embezzlement and forgery. He was also wanted by the police of Boston,
New York and Connecticut. The suspect was turned over to the Miami police
authorities.
Another excellent example of the cooperation which exists between the State
Police and other police departments is illustrated by the arrest of two men after
notification by the Federal Narcotic Bureau that these men were transporting
drugs by automobile from New York to Boston. The suspect's car was halted
and the operator and his companion were questioned. Convinced that these
were the wanted men, the State Police officers took them into custody. They
found in the possession of the prisoners five boxes of heroin, hypodermic needles
and other equipment. The men were turned over to the federal authorities for
prosecution.
Three men who were suspected of being involved in a series of safe robberies
in Plymouth County were observed travelling along Route 3. A State Police
officer stopped the car and ordered the driver to proceed to the Norwell bar-
racks. On the way, one of the men jumped out of the car and ran into the woods.
The trooper got off his motorcycle, chased the man and captured him. Return-
ing to the car, he lined the three suspects up against a building and awaited aid.
The three men were arrested and one of the men was found to be wanted by the
Michigan State Police for safe breaking.
In the investigation of a hit-and-run accident which caused serious injury
to three pedestrians in Hadley, officers found pieces of headlamp glass at the
scene of the collision. An exhaustive investigation of automobile dealers selling
automobile lenses similar to that found at the scene brought about the identifica-
tion of the driver who had attempted to replace the broken headlamp lens of
his car. The defendant was sentenced to six months in the house of correction.
A series of burglaries in Amherst and Sunderland were investigated by the
State Police and sufficient evidence obtained by checking the sale of tires and
other automobile accessories sold to legitimate dealers and garage men caused
the indictment of two suspects. The suspects were apprehended after a long
search. They admitted burglaries in various cities and towns in Massachusetts
and in New Jersey and New York. They were sentenced to State Prison.
Following the kidnapping of a woman by an armed man, state and local police
concentrated their efforts in finding the wanted criminal. A State Police officer
was assigned to investigate the possibility that the man had taken refuge with
his victim in an overnight cabin. The defendant was apprehended in one of the
cabins. He was disarmed and taken into custody. The man was later sentenced
to nine to ten years in State Prison.
In addition to investigating criminal cases, the uniformed branch made over
62,000 more patrol visits to towns than the year previous, inspected 2600 more
camps and cottages, travelled 685,000 more miles in cruising cars and 28,000
more miles on motorcycles.
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SUMMARY
OFFENSES
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OFFENSES
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OFFENSES
Malicious Offenses Against
Property—C ontinued
Burning a building, attempted
Burn, conspiracy to
Burning a building to defraud, accessory to
Burning of building to defraud, procuring the ...
Burning a building to defraud, attempted
Burn, soliciting to
Burning goods to defraud
Burning goods to defraud, accessory to
Lumber, burning maliciously .
Burning of goods to defraud, procuring the —
Destroying property
Fire alarm, giving false or tampering with —
Fires, miscellaneous
Fire prevention rules, violation of
Forest fire, setting
Glass, maliciously breaking
Grass fires, setting
Malicious mischief
Tombstones, desecration of
Totals
Forgery and Offenses Against Currency
Counterfeit money, passing etc.,
Forgerv and attempted
Uttering
Totals
Offenses Against the License Laws
Boiler inspection fees, non-payment of ....
Boxing exhibition, application to conduct
Boxing exhibition, unlicensed, promoting
Chiropodist laws, violation of .
Degree, violation of rules re granting of
Dental board, violation of rules and regulations
of .
Dentist, unregistered
Dentist, registered, fail to list name as
Dentist, unregistered, allowing to practice
Detective, private, application for license
Detective, private, unlicensed
Entertainment, conducting without a license
Fire, setting in open without permit
Insurance agent, unlicensed
Insurance broker, unlicensed —
Insurance laws, violation of
Insurance, soliciting for unauthorized company-
Junk, dealing in unlawfully
Law, illegal practice of
Medicine board, violation of rules and regulations
Medicine, illegal practice of - ..
Nurses, board of registration of, violation rules
and regulations
Optometry laws, violation of
Peddling without a license
Pharmacy law, violation of
Physician, practicing unlawfully
Poultry, purchasing without a license
Poultry, transporting without a license
Public warehouse, application to conduct ..
Public warehouse, unlicensed
Roadhouse, conducting without a license ..
Securities, selling without being registered
Sunday law, violation of .
Tickets, resale of, application for license ..
Totals
Offenses Against Chastity and Morality
Abortion
Abortion, accessory to
Abortion, attempted
Abortion, conspiracy to commit
Abortion, attempted procuring f©r
Adultery
Bastardy
78
36
1
23
17
1
1
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OFFENSES
CuQ euQ
Offenses Against Chastity and
Morality—Continued
Begetting
Bigamy
Female, annoying or accosting with offensive
language
Fornication
House of ill fame, conspiracy to keep _
House of ill fame, keeping
Idle and disorderly persons
Immoral conduct, permitting
Immoral entertainment, participating in or pro-
moting
Incest
I ndecent assault
Indecent exposure of the person
Insane person, unlawful intercourse with
Lewd and lascivious cohabitation
Lewd and lascivious persons
Obscene books and prints, selling, possessing, etc.,
Polygamy
Soliciting
Sodomy and other unnatural practices
Unnatural and lascivious acts
L'nnatural and lascivious acts, attempted
Totals
Offenses Against Public Order
Breaking glass on public highway
Children, delinquent
Children, neglected
Children, stubborn
Children, wayward
Cock-fight, promoting
Contributing to the delinquency of a minor
Desertion
Disorderly house, maintaining
Disturbing the peace
Drunkenness
Gaming and being present at ..
Gaming house, keeping
Gaming implements, being present where found
Gaming implements, keeping
Gaming on Lord's day or being present at
Gaming nuisance, maintaining
Gaming nuisance, conspiracy to maintain
Liquor nuisance, maintaining
Neglect, cruelty to wife or children includinj
non-support
Public meetings, disturbing
Registering bets on horses
Suicide
Suicide, attempted
Vagabond
Vagrants, tramps, etc.,
Weapon, dangerous, possession of
Totals
Offenses Against the Liquor Laws
Illegal manufacture
Illegal possession
Illegal sale
Illegal transportation
Keeping and exposing
Manufacturing liquor without a permit
National prohibition act, violation of
Non-intoxicating liquor, manufacturing without
a permit
Non-intoxicating liquor, selling without a permit
Possessing non-tax liquor .
Possessing unregistered still
Totals
Election Laws, Violation of
Election laws, violation of
Totals -_
32
3
61
3
2
11
1
42
56
6
2
1
1
18
3,144
78
—
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OFFENSES
Firearm Laws, Violation of
Alien having firearms in possession
Firearms, illegal sale of_
Firearms, illegal possession of
Firearms, illegal use of on the Lord's day .
Total s
Fish and Game Laws, Violation of
Clams, digging in polluted area
Deer, illegal possession of
Digging worms illegally
Fishing without a license
Hunting during closed season
Hunting without a license
Hunting wild geese
Quahaugs, possessing seeded
Totals
Automobiles Violations, Including Aircraft
Accident, leaving scene of
Automobil e accidents
Aircraft violations —
Bus regulations, violation of
motor
Officer, refuse to show license to
Officer, refuse to show registration to
Endanger, allowing automobile to be operated so
as to
Endanger, operating so as to
Allowing improper person to operate
Impeded operation
Being an improper person to operate
vehicle
Operating under the influence of liquor
Intersection, fail to slow at
Intersection, fail to keep right at
Officer, fail to stop for
Officer, giving false name or address to ...
Operating after suspension or revocation of
license
Operating without license in possession
Loaning license to operate
Loading, improper _.
Operating without a license
LTsing automobile without authority
Railroad crossing, fail to slow at ...
Operating recklessly
Right when view obstructed, fail to keep to
Right, passing on
Right of way, violation of _ —
Right on meeting vehicle, fail to keep to
Signals, fail to give
Speeding
Failure to stop before entering through way
street
Trailer, unregistered
Operating truck, overloaded
Operating truck, unmarked re weight, capacity
and tonnage
LTninsured automobile, operating
LTninsured automobile, allowing to be operated
LJnregistered automobile, allowing to be operated
Operating without registration in possession
LTn registered automobile, operating
Operating after revocation of registration
Recovered automobiles
Traffic light, fail to observe
Violations, miscellaneous
Improper Equipment
Improper brakes __
Failure to have auto inspected
Improper lights
Attaching incorrect registration plates
Registration plates, violation of rules re ...
Total s
fuQ
13
124
4
6
59
220
1
55
15
41
3
26
39
5
2
110
3
6
58
213
1
54
12
1
10
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OFFENSES
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DISPOSITION OF CASES
OFFENSES
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Bureau of Supplies
At the beginning of the fiscal year the Bureau of Supplies was established
within the Division of State Police by a general order issued by the com-
missioner. The functions of this bureau are described in General Order
Number 10, which is as follows:
—
"1. Effective as of December 1, 1938 there shall be established in
the Division of State Police a Bureau of Supplies which shall perform
the functions of Supply, Accounting, Transportation, Construction
and Repair. The Supply Officer will be in charge of the Bureau and
will be responsible through the State Police Executive Officer for
the supervision of the following personnel who are hereby assigned
to the said Bureau
:
State Police Acting Supply Sergeants, Storekeeper, Acting Super-
vising Mechanic, Laborer-Armorer, Cooks, Assistant Cooks, Carpen-
ters, Motor Equipment Repairmen, Uniform Repairmen, Laborers
and Mess-boys.
''2. There will be assigned for duty at each Troop Headquarters
an Acting Supply Sergeant, whose duties will be as follows
:
(a) To be responsible for the expenditure of the Troop allowance
within allocated limits
;
(b) To be responsible for all Troop purchases made locally and not
through the State Purchasing Bureau
;
(c) To be responsible for the preparation of requistions covering
the needs of Troop Headquarters and substations
;
(d) To be responsible for the receipt and issue of all property and
equipment received from the Supply Depot on requisition
;
(e) To be responsible for the Troop inventory and the checking of
the same at prescribed intervals
;
(f) To supervise the duties of motor equipment repairmen in the
Troop in cooperation with the Acting Supervising Mechanic
;
(g) To supervise the general mess and the work of the cooks, as-
sistant cooks and mess-boys, and the maintenance of the kitchen
(h) To supervise the work of uniform repairmen, janitors and other
laborers employed in the Troop
(i) To be responsible for the maintenance, repair, and upkeep of
Troop buildings and other property.
"3. In the performance of their respective duties, the Troop Com-
manders and Supply Sergeants will cooperate so that the former will
be kept fully informed regarding the condition of supplies and equip-
ment in the Troop, and respecting the conduct and efficiency of the
employees who perform their duties under the supervision of the
Supply Sergeants, provided however ; that the Acting Supply Ser-
geant shall be equally responsible to the Troop Commander and the
Supply Officer in all matters directly affecting the Troop Commander's
responsibility for the control and management of the Troop.
All schedules of purchases within the Troop area shall be presented
to the Troop Commander for his examination and approval before be-
ing forwarded by the Supply Sergeant for payment. If the Troop
Commander disapproves any such schedule, or any item therein, he
shall forthwith forward to the Supply Officer a statement in writing
of the reasons for such disapproval. In the performance of his duties
the Supply Sergeant will have access to the services of the clerical
force of the Troop.
"4. The Supply Officer will be in charge of and responsible for
the purchase, allocation and distribution of all State Police supplies
and equipment, including radio supplies and equipment, and automotive
equipment for transportation.
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"5. The Supply Officer will establish and maintain at Department
Headquarters, an automobile station, from which transportation will
be assigned to State Police and department personnel when required
in the performance of their duties.
"6. The Supply Officer will establish a central repair shop and
maintenance crew at the Supply Depot, Framingham. The mainten-
ance crew will consist of carpenters and laborers and will be available
for all construction, repair and upkeep work in the department.
"7. All motor vehicles such as automobiles, motorcycles and trucks,
to be used in the various troops and at Department Headquarters,
shall be assigned for such use by the Supply Officer."
Troop D Headquarters was transferred from its location at West Bridge-
water to a building on the grounds of the State Farm at Bridgewater. This
move eliminated a monthly rental of $110.00, for the new quarters have been
provided without cost to this department by the officials of the State Farm with
the approval of the commissioner of the Department of Correction and the
governor and executive council.
Two new radio masts were erected at the main stations at Framingham and
Bridgewater to replace those which were destroyed by the hurricane. The
cost was $11,433.
Storm damage to State Police buildings caused by the September 1938
hurricane was repaired at a cost of $1690.06. These repairs and the replace-
ment of the two radio masts were paid for from a special appropriation of
$15,900, leaving a balance of $2770.
A change in the color design of the State Police cruisers was made this
year on cars used as ambulance cruisers. These vehicles were painted light
blue with dark blue fenders and the seal of the commonwealth was placed on
both sides and the rear of the cruisers. These distinctively painted cars con-
form with the highway safety policy of the division, which is : "Prevention
and not punishment is the aim of the State Police."
Budgetary curtailments were required to comply with an order to reduce
the cost of maintenance of not only this division, but the entire department.
Bureau of Communications
During the past year this bureau assisted in locating 69 persons who were
reported missing, the arrest of 212 persons accused of crime and the recovery
of property valued at $126,219. Reports of 6570 crimes were indexed and
filed in the crime and property files and, of these, 1177 were cancelled because
of prosecution or recovery. The Bureau of Communications rendered direct
aid in 96 of the latter cases.
The above crimes do not include the theft of 10,003 motor vehicles which
were reported stolen during 1939. The ownership of 217 of the total 9295
stolen cars which were recovered was established by use of the files of this
bureau. There was a total of 3022 automobile registration plates lost or stolen
and 1414 recovered.
There were 5602 persons reported missing during the past year. A state-
wide broadcast describing these missing persons was transmitted through the
radio and telegraph system of the State Police and, of these, 4225 persons were
located. The number of persons reported as wanted for committing crimes
totaled 2383, of which 1429 were apprehended by the police. Direct assistance
was given by this bureau in 212 cases.
The files of the Bureau of Communications have proven to be of great
assistance, not only in the apprehension of wanted persons, but also in locating
missing persons, the identification of the dead and in locating persons wanted
for emergencies.
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In many instances, police departments have apprehended criminals in whose
possession they have found stolen property and, frequently, lost property is
found by the police and the rightful owner is not known. The records of the
bureau are consulted in such cases and the property returned to its proper
owner. To facilitate the identity of lost and stolen property a special file was
devised in which the names, initials, trademarks and other identifying symbols
were carefully catalogued so that descriptive marks or designs on the lost or
stolen property can be used as a means of determining ownership.
As part of a concerted campaign against hit-and-run drivers, a separate file
was established wherein all cars wanted in connection with hit-and -run ac-
cidents were coded according to their make, type, color and missing or damaged
parts together with a description of the operator, if available. This system
was devised to provide a ready reference so that the officers in the Bureau
of Communications may make a swift checkup of all suspicious or damaged
cars. This prevents unnecessary delay of the motorist, if he is not involved
in the hit-and-run accident, and it also aids the police in the investigation of
these cases.
A summary of the activities of the Bureau of Communications during the
past three years reveals that this bureau rendered assistance in the establish-
ment of the identity of 403 persons arrested for committing crimes, many of
which were of a serious nature ; the location of 160 missing persons and the
recovery of property valued at $216,114.
The use of the radio as a means of communication by the police becomes
more vital each year. The adaptation of motor vehicles for criminal purposes
has become so common that it is unusual for one to make his getaway on foot.
Police have found the use of radio an excellent means of coping with the
modern criminal.
Radio is also invaluable in dispatching officers to scenes of accidents.
Oftentimes a preliminary report is transmitted by radio in order that prepara-
tion can be made for the care and treatment of the injured while enroute to
the hospital. When extra ambulances are needed to care for the injured, when-
ever an accident involves several persons, again radio is used.
State Police radio station WPEL was moved from West Bridgewater, the
site of Troop D headquarters, to a new location at the State Farm at Bridge-
water, close to the present headquarters building. A new antenna was erected
to replace the structure which was demolished during the hurricane. This
new antenna, together with a new ground system, increased the coverage of
Station WPEL and the signal strength was greatly improved.
The Yarmouth station of Troop D suffered interruptions in both teletype
and radio service due to loss of electric power, necessitating the installation
of a 1500 watt gas generator to supplement the electric power in case of failure.
At the present time a comprehensive survey is being made by the communi-
cations officer of the Division of State Police of the use of two-way radio.
The results which have been attained to date, indicate that the efficiency of
this department would be vastly enhanced by the adoption of this modern
medium of communication.
Summary of Assistance Rendered
Larceny . . . . .111 Escapes (State Hospitals)
Armed Robbery .... 9 Non-support
Breaking, Entering & Larceny . 27 Violation of Parole
Larceny by Check ... 21 Illegal Use of Plates .
Larceny by Fraud ... 4 Bail Jumping
Assault & Battery ... 1 Conspiracy & Extortion
Total Arrests . . .212
29
1
6
1
1
1
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Locating of Missing Persons
44— Missing persons located through files at this bureau
Unidentified Persons
2 — Deceased persons identified through files at this bureau
Emergency Cases
23— Persons located in emergency cases by this bureau
Stolen Property Recovered
Ammunition $ 14.00
Automobiles 1 12,150.00
B icycles 50.00
Clothing 1 ,075.00
Golf Equipment 50.00
Guns 250.00
Jewelry 1 ,050.00
Leather Goods 150.00
Misc. Merchandise 50.00
Money 255.00
Tobacco 1 1,000.00
Registration Plates 77
Total $126,094.00
Lost Property Recovered
Animals $50.00
Wool 75.00
Total $125.00
Total amount of property recovered $126,219.00
Traffic Control
The following is a statistical tabulation of highway accidents investigated
by the State Police and an analytical summary of enforcement activities. The
figures show that 202,256 violations were reported in 1939, the largest number
ever recorded in the history of the department and a 48 per cent increase over
the previous year. Accident record figures show that there were 100 pedestrian
accidents investigated. The majority of this type of accident occurred while
the person was in the act of crossing the highway or walking along the right
side of the road with traffic.
Members of the Division of State Police have been very successful in the
investigation of hit-and-run accidents. A total of 82.2 per cent of the hit-and-
run accidents investigated were prosecuted and convictions obtained in 81.6 per
cent of the total.
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MASSACHUSETTS STATE POLICE ACCIDENT RECORD
FOR THE FISCAL YEAR 1939
FATAL —
NON-FATAL
Analysis of Accidents
Troop Area
Total
Results
Number of Accidents-
Number Killed
Number Injured
Number Property Damage..
Pedestrian Results
Pedestrians Involved—Adults
Pedestrians Killed—Adults _
Pedestrians Injured—Adults .
Pedestrians Involved—Children
Pedestrians Killed—Children..,..
Pedestrians Injured—Children
Causes
Drunken Driving
.
Reckless Driving
Speed
Skid
Fail to Keep Right..
Blow Out
Glaring Lights
Obstructed Vision..
Cut In .
Careless Pedestrian
Miscellaneous
Time of
12:01
1:01
2:01
3:01
4:01
5:01
6:01
7:01
8:01
9:01
10:01
11:01
12:01
1:01
2:01
3:01
4:01
5:01
6:01
7:01
8:01
9:01
10:01
11:01
Day
a.m. to
a.m. to
a.m. to
a.m. to
a.m. to
a.m. to
a.m. to
a.m. to
a.m. to
a.m. to
a.m. to
a.m. to
p.m. to
p.m. to
p.m. to
p.m. to
p.m. to
p.m. to
p.m. to
p.m. to
p.m. to
p.m. to
p.m. to
p.m. to
1:00
2:00
3:00
4:00
5:00
6:00
7:00
8:00
9:00
10:00
11:00
12:00
1:00
2:00
3:00
4:00
5:00
6:00
7:00
8:00
9:00
10:00
11:00
12:00
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
noon
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
midnight
Day of Week
Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Vehicles Involved
Passenger Cars..
Trucks
Buses .
Motor Cycle-
Train
Bicycle
Trolley
Horse Drawn Vehicle..
Hazard
Straightaway
Intersection _.
Curve
Hill
Railroad Crossing-
Bridge
Underpass
Overpass
456
15
693
167
50
48
110
42
41
14
6
5
14
14
112
23
16
6
5
5
7
5
9
10
13
17
14
14
18
29
33
38
41
22
29
33
29
117
52
67
43
49
51
77
724
98
10
10
2
1
258
137
43
16
1
1
526
26
613
212
33
8
25
10
10
59
55
148
74
59
8
5
10
39
22
12
5
4
7
15
17
15
17
19
19
27
21
28
41
38
35
26
21
22
24
30
134
60
56
51
59
79
87
685
137
9
6
1
6
3
49
183
29
1
6
10
398
35
560
136
21
6
15
11
1
10
51
44
95
50
36
6
13
3
7
18
75
24
18
9
5
3
4
1
5
10
12
9
9
9
14
16
29
29
30
36
23
26
22
27
91
50
53
44
33
59
68
612
99
5
4
4
341
22
Analysis of Accidents
Manner Collision
Angle Collision
Head-on Collision
Rear-end Collision
Side-Swipe Collision
Fixed Object
District
Business _
Residential
Country
Weather
Clear
Cloudy
Rain, Snow
Fog, Mist, Sleet..
Not Recorded
Condition of Road
Dry
Wet
Snow
Ice _
Miscellaneous ..
Not Recorded-
Age of Driver
16—20
21—30
31—40
41—50 r
51—60
61 & Over
Daylight
Darkness
Out-of-State Cars
Female Drivers
Troop Area
P.D. 32
Total
105
27
115
70
44
60
102
207
74
30
73
98
92
77
15
70
57
96
326
116
318
345
497
32
120
304
134
385
11
107
17
125
199
67
486
1,168
338
16
65
37
371
27
102
26
297
11
62
28
272
13
36
20
1,278
67
265
111
323
81
13
39
330
94
28
74
266
55
13
64
272
42
6
21
1,191
272
60
198
283
204
151
68
56
245
211
120
101
315
192
117
64
47
295
231
217
72
248
179
114
66
38
185
213
131
58
77
212
127
91
42
30
173
168
132
79
330
1,058
702
473
240
171
823
600
309
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LIGHT TAGS SUMMARY FOR 1939 AND COMPARISON WITH 1938
Month
26 P.D. 32
Total Violations for the Year 1938
Month
Troop
"A"
Troop
"B"
Troop
"C"
Troop
"D"
Total
December
January .
February
March
April ___
May
June
July _
August
September
October
November
Total
1,095
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ANNUAL SUMMARY OF VIOLATIONS FOR 1939 AND
COMPARISON WITH THE YEAR 1938
Violations Year
Sum- Warn-
Arrests mons Registry ings Files Totals
No Insurance-
Drunk and Operating
Operating to Endanger
Leaving The Scene
Oper. Without Authority
Oper. After Revocation
Speeding ,
Failing to Slow at Intersection
Impeded Operation
No Lies, or Reg. in Posses-
sion
No License To Operate
No Registration
Stop Sign Violation
Passing, View Obstructed
Traffic Light Violation
Failing Keep To Right
Others
TOTALS
1939
1938
28 P.D. 32
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State Police Revolver Team
Team Championships
The following team championships were won by members of the Massachu-
setts State Police Revolver Team:
New England Team Championship of the New England Police Revolver
League
Statler Match of the New England Police Revolver League
State Championship of Massachusetts at Wiburtha, N.J. tournament
State Championship of Massachusetts at Taeneck, N. J. matches
New England Regional Matches, .22 calibre revolvers, Auburn, Maine
Carlisle Trophy Match at East Longmeadow matches
Camp Perry Course Team Match, Auburn, Maine
Second: North Atlantic States Matches, Hartford, Ct.
Hultman Tyro Match, United Service Matches, Wakefield
Kirk Two-Man Team Match, United Service Matches
Third : New England Police Chiefs Intermediate Match
Handley and Samuel Team Matches, Cranston, R.I.
Lutz Team Match, United Service Matches
Individual Championships
Eastern Steamship Company Match, New England Police Revolver League
Blackington Timed Fire Match, New England Police Revolver League
Frigidaire Trophy, New England Police Revolver League
Commissioner's Twenty Match, New England Police Revolver League
New England Police Revolver League, Re-entry match
North Atlantic States Individual Championship, Hartford, Ct.
Match Number Two, Cranston, R.I.
Eastern Regional Expert Championship, Auburn, Maine
Eastern Regional Sharpshooter Championship
National Sharpshooter Championship, Camp Perry, Ohio
National Police Restricted Match
Tied First Place : Individual Championship, Taeneck, N.J.
Second : Blackington Rapid Fire Championship
Eastern Steamship Company Match, New England Police
Revolver League
National Rifle Association Pistol Championship, Camp Perry
Clark Memorial Individual Match
Grand Aggregate Match, Camp Perry
National Match Course, East Longmeadow Matches
Revolver competition is not restricted entirely to the members of the team
or individual contestants. Every member of the uniformed force must qualify
with a score of 180 points out of a possible 300. These yearly qualifications
in marksmanship are carefully recorded and the men strive to acquire pro-
ficiency that will permit them to make high scores.
The victories of Lieutenant James E. Hughes and Patrolman Hollis C.
Beattie at the national matches at Camp Perry, Ohio, mark the first time that
Massachusetts State Police officers have won first honors in this tournament,
where the outstanding marksmen of the world gather to compete.
During the year 87 experts, 72 sharpshooters, four honor experts and 80
marksmen qualified over the regulation course of the New England Police
Revolver League.
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State Police Academy
The Massachusetts State Police Academy has been continued and, to date,
270 members of the uniformed force have graduated from this school. The
sessions of the academy were also attended by members of the state police
departments of Maine, New Hampshire and New York and municipal officers
from Lowell, Braintree, Saugus, Revere, Fitchburg and Winchendon. Inciden-
tally, these officers who are not members of the Massachusetts State Police
attend the academy without cost to themselves or their department.
The availability of the academy to members of municipal departments tends
toward creating better understanding and improving the cooperation which
exists between the departments.
It again seems fitting to pay respect and offer the sincere appreciation of
this department to the members of the faculty who have given their time and
the wisdom of their learning as a gratuitous service in contribution to the
improvement of the police agencies of our government.
The work of the State Police Academy is best indicated by the improvement
in the technic employed by the Division of State Police in the investigation
of criminal cases. Results are also revealed by the better presentation of cases
to the courts.
The school has created new interest in police science and literature relating
to police matters, tending to increase the officers' knowledge of their profession.
Detective Bureau
As indicated in the Statistical Summary annexed hereto, the work of the
State Police Detective Bureau during the course of the fiscal year ending
November 30, 1939, was, for the most part, routine police work.
On January 21, 1939, however, the murder of Florient J. Lefebvre in Ash-
burnham by poisoning at the hand of his wife, Victoria, brought into action
and once again clearly indicated the value of close cooperation of the medical
examiner, the laboratory technician, and the police officer.
Dr. Cornelius E. Geary, Medical Examiner for the Third Worcester District,
performed an autopsy on the body of the deceased Lefebvre, was unable to
satisfy himself that a theory of death from heart disease advanced by Mrs.
Lefebvre was correct, and forwarded the organs to the State Police Chemical
Laboratory for examination for poisons. The chemist found 1.53 grains of
strychnine in the stomach contents and so notified District Attorney Owen
A. Hoban and Medical Examiner Geary.
Detective Inspector Edward J. McCarthy and Corporal George S. Pollard
of our Worcester office, in the course of an intensive inquiry into the circum-
stances of Lefebvre's death, established that the wife of the deceased purchased
a Vg -ounce bottle of strychnine sulphate from a Fitchburg pharmacist, and re-
turned it, presumably unopened, a day or two later. The officers purchased the
druggist's entire stock of strychnine sulphate (consisting of the Ys -ounce bottle
returned by Mrs. Lefebvre and one other) and brought them to the Chemical
Laboratory, where it was found that the translucent wrapper of the bottle in
question had been tampered with. The bottle was turned over to the Bureau
of Photography. A fingerprint found on the bakelite cap of this bottle was
photographed and later indentified as that of Mrs. Lefebvre. The chemists
then examined the contents of the bottle and found that sodium bicarbonate
had been substituted for about IV2 grains of the strychnine sulphate orginally
contained therein, and that LePage's glue, a substance not found to be present
in the wrapping on the second bottle available for examination, had been used
to reseal the parchment wrapping on the bottle in question.
Thoroughness on the part of the medical examiner in availing himself of
the laboratory facilities of the Department, the good judgment of the officers
in purchasing the entire stock of poison to which the suspect had access, and
the careful handling and disposition of the exhibits in the laboratories involved,
led to the conviction of Mrs. Victoria Lefebvre, who pleaded guilty to murder
(second degree) and was sentenced to life imprisonment in the Women's Re-
formatory at Framingham.
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Abortion (*>
Abortion, accessory before the fact
Abortion, accessory after the fact
Accidental death
Accidental shooting
Adultry
Arson, attempted
Assault ....
Assault, Indecent..
Assault & battery
Assault with a dangerous weapon (**)
Assault to rob
Assault to rob, accessory before the
fact
Bastardy
Begetting
Bigamy
Boxing exhibition, application for
license to conduct
Boxing exhibition, unlicensed
Breaking & Entering & attempted
larceny
Breaking & entering & larceny (day
Breaking & entering & larceny (night
Breaking & entering & larceny (night)
Accessory after the fact:
Bribery of public official
Bribery of public official, attempted..
Bribes, soliciting
Burglars tools, possession of
Capias _
Chiropody, board of, violation of
rules & regulations of
Conspiracy
Conspiracy to break & enter
Conspiracy to maintain a gamin
nuisance
Conspiracy to steal
Contempt of court
Corrupt practice
Dangerous weapon, carrying
Default .
Delinquent child
Dental board, violation of rules i
regul at ion s of
Desertion
Election laws, violation of
Escape, attempt to
Escaped prisoner
Explosives, throwing in building _.
Extortion
Extortion, attempted
Firearms, alien in possession of
Firearms, carrying without a license
Firearms, illegal sale of
Forgery
Fornication
Fugitive from justice (*)
Gratuity, accepting
Gratuity, offering to public official.
Idle & disorderly
Incendiary fire
Incest
Indecent exposure
Infanticide
3F. 2P.
1HC.
2R. 1 Fine
3P. 1R.
1 Fine
IF.
1HC. IP.
2HC.
1R. IP.
1 Fine
IP. IF.
1 Fine
2SP. 1R.
1 1 — — — — IP.
1 1 — — — — IP.
4 1 — 3 3 1 4P.
2 2 — — — — 2HC.
37 24
— 3
1 —
— 3SP. IF.
— IP.
- 1 Fine
- 3F. 1HC.
- 18P.
1 2F.
- 1HC.
1 —
4 2
1 —
1 —
— — 3
— — 2SP.
1 — 1HC.
14SP. 9P.
3F.
13 3 7R. 4HC.
5 1 4P. ISP.
IF.
2R. IP.
IF.
1HC.
5HC.
ISP. 1R.
ISP. 1R.
1 Fine
1HC.
2HC. 2P.
IP. 1 Fine
1.00
1.00
25.00
50.00
1
2
1
1
3
— 500.00
3,700.00
1,501.20
10.00
50.00
92.25
24.00
(*) 1 Committed suicide before trial
(**) 1 T.O.T. Criminal Insane Hos-
pital. Brideewater
1 T.O.T. Taunton State Hospital
(*) 27 T.O.T. Other Police De-
partments
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Insane person (**)
Insane person, ill treatment of
Insane person, having intercourse with
Insurance, soliciting, in unauthorized
company .
Insurance agent, unlicensed
Insurance broker, unlicensed
Insurance laws, violation of
Jurors, attempt to corrupt
Keeping a gaming nuisance
Keeping a common gaming nuisance
Keeping & maintaining a comn
gaming nuisance
Keeping & occupying a building for
registering bets
Kidnaping
Larceny
Larceny, attempted
Larceny of automobile
Larceny, conspiracy to commit...
Larceny of insurance premiums.
Law, illegal practice of..
Leased property, sale of
Lewd person ..
—
Lewd & Lascivious Cohabitation
Lewd & Lascivious in Speech & Be-
havior
Lottery, promoting
Malicious destruction of property
Malicious mischief
Manslaughter
Medical board, violation of rules &
regulations of
Medicine, illegal practice of
Miscarriage, attempting to procure
Miscellaneous complaint
Miscellaneous investigation
Missing person .
Municipal insurance laws, violation of
Municipal finance laws, violation of
Murder
Murder, assault with intent to com-
mit
Natural death.
Nonsupport
Nurses, Board of Registration of, vio-
lation of rules & regulations of
Pardon, revocation of (*)
Perjury
Perjury, inciting to commit
Pharmacy, board of, violation of Rules
& Regulations of
Private detective, application for
license as
Private detective, unlicensed
Probation, violation of .——
-
Public warehouseman, application for
License as
Rape
Rape, accessory before the fact
Rape, accessory after the fact ....
Rape, assault with intent to commit..
Rape, statutory
Receiving stolen property...
1 1 — — — —
2 —
1 —
10 — — —
2 2 — — —
1 1 — — —
53 29 3 21 16
1 — — 1
4 3—1
5 3—2
11 6 5 —
IP.
2 Fines
1 Fine
8HC. IP.
10 Fines
8HC.
1 Fine
2P.
IF.
— 1
5 1
8 6
4 4
— 1 1
1
7F. 8HC.
4SP.
15P. 1R.
HF's 103
1
4P. 6
2HC. IP. 2
3F. 3P. 48
IF.
4P
3 Fines
2SP. 6
2P 6 Fines 28
IF.
54
5
13
1
1
111R.
SSP. 2F.
3P. IF.
1HC. 1R.
IP.
1HC.
ISP.
4
27
7
2
1
1
1
— 3SP. 3P.
2HC.
3 3HC. ISP.
IP.
2 Fines
70.00
200.00
950.00
50.00
420.00 21,708.07
669.50
6,280.13
225.00
1,000.00
12.00 252. 00
425.00
(**) 1 T.O.T. Taunton State Hos-
pital
(*) 1 T.O.T. Department of Correc-
tion
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THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY
MASSACHUSETTS STATE POI.TCE DETmTTVF. BUREAU
INVESTIGATIONS
1937
193S
1939
DEC JAN FEB MAR APR MAX JUNE JULY AUO SEPT OCT NOV
Bureau of Identification
Fingerprint Records Received :
Records received from the Massachusetts State Prison
Records received from the Massachusetts State Prison Colony .
Records received from the Massachusetts Reformatory
Records received from the Massachusetts State Farm
Records received from the Massachusetts Women's Reformatory
Records received from the Massachusetts State Police
Records received from the Massachusetts Criminal Insane Hospital
Records received from Massachusetts Mental State Hospitals .
Records received from Massachusetts Police Departments .
Records received from Massachusetts County Institutions .
Records received from Police Departments (outside) .
Records received from Penal Institutions (outside)
TOTAL
Finger prints already on file .......
Grand total of finger print records on file . . . .
300
19
441
1,489
280
422
64
40
9,339
4,017
1,804
3,641
21,856
325,624
347,480
Rogues' Gallery Photographs Received:
Received from the Massachusetts State Prison .
Received from the Massachusetts Reformatory .
Received from the Massachusetts State Farm
Received from the Massachusetts Women's Reformatory .
Received from the Massachusetts Criminal Insane Hospital
Received from the Massachusetts State Police .
Received from the Massachusetts Police Departments
289
252
328
246
73
303
5,068
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Received from the Massachusetts County Institutions
Received from Police Department (outside)
Received from Penal Institutions (outside) .
TOTAL
Photographs already on file .
Grand total of Rogues' Gallery Photographs on file
3,220
565
420
10,764
75,206
85,970
Personal Identification:
Personal Identification finger print records received
Personal Identification finger print records already on file .
GRAND TOTAL of Personal Identification records on file
Duplicate Photographs:
Duplicate Photographs placed in files .....
Duplicate Photographs already in files .....
GRAND TOTAL OF Duplicate Photographs on file .
282
7,391
7,673
9,298
57,982
67,280
Special Photographs:
Special Photographs placed in files
Special Photographs already in files
GRAND TOTAL of Special Photographs on file
120
410
530
Parolees :
Photographs of Massachusetts Parolees placed in files .
Photographs of Massachusetts Parolees already in files
GRAND TOTAL of Massachusetts Parolees on file
Photographs of Out of State Parolees placed in files .
Photographs of Out of State Parolees already in files .
GRAND TOTAL of Photographs of Out of State Parolees on
file
Chapter 116 Release File:
Photographs filed under direction of Chapter 116, Acts of 1939 .
Circulars issued under direction of Chapter 116, Acts of 1939 .
782
781
1,563
137
25
162
69
69
Records Verified :
Photographs and finger print records sent out for verification of iden-
tification, at request of police, prison officials, and private agencies
Identifications Made In Connection With Arrests,
Fugitive From Justice Circulars, Unknown Dead,
Army Recruits, Finger Print Cards, Photographs, Etc.
Escaped prisoners (Massachusetts institutions) .
Escaped prisoners (outside institutions) ......
Parole violators (Massachusetts institutions) .
7,081
2
I
284
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Parole violators (outside institutions) ...... 1
Wanted persons (outside police departments) ..... 4
United States Army applicants ........ 127
Persons awaiting trial (request of Courts) ...... 76
State Police prints .......... 131
Army deserter ........... 1
Unknown dead ........... 6
Rogues' Gallery Photographs ........ 368
Finger print cards ........... 11,095
Teletyped prints identified ......... 8
TOTAL IDENTIFICATIONS ....... 12,104
Note: In addition to these identifications, 29,105 letters containing criminal
records have been sent to police and prison officials, furnishing infor-
mation concerning the previous arrests of the subject of the record.
Finger print records re-checked for the Boston Police Department
(out of State prints, hackney drivers, sight-seeing operators, Special
Officers, and unknown dead) ........ 1,255
Finger print records re-checked for the Cambridge Police Department
(hackney drivers) .......... 40
Finger print records re-checked for the Worcester Police Department
(hackney drivers) .......... 6
Finger print records re-checked for the Arlington Police Department
(re-organizing their files) ........ 185
Finger print records re-checked for the Quincy Police Department
(civilian employees) .......... 8
Finger print records re-checked for the New Hampshire State Bureau
(employees of a private Country Club) ...... 101
Finger print records re-checked for the United States Army . . 1,484
Finger print records re-checked for the United States Navy . . 4
Finger prints re-checked by formula only ...... 432
Criminal records re-checked for the Department of Correction . . 644
Criminal records re-checked for Worcester Superior Court . . 46
Finger prints of persons reported dead segregated from files . . 176
Photographs, finger print records and criminal records loaned police
and prison officials .......... 3,166
Teletype messages pertaining to finger prints exchanged . . . 1,591
Places From Which Finger Print Records Received:
Massachusetts Police Departments
Outside Police Departments
State Institutions .
County Institutions
Outside Institutions and Bureaus
State Police Barracks .
116
270
13
17
109
24
TOTAL 549
Places Co-operating With, And Being Co-operated
With, By Other Means Than By The Exchange
Of Finger Prints
Massachusetts Board of Probation
Massachusetts Training School
Department of Correction
Department of Public Health
Department of Public Welfare
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Department of Justice, Boston
U. S. Treasury Department, Boston
U. S. Post Office Department, Boston
Immigration Department, Boston
Massachusetts District and Municipal Courts
Boston & Maine R. R., Detective Division, Boston
N. Y., N. H., and H. R. R., Detective Division, Boston
In compliance with the provisions of Chapter 116 of the Acts of 1939, the
sex-crime release file was established as of July 5, 1939, with descriptive data
and photographs set up by counties. The object of this file is to keep a record
of the sex offenders released who would come under the provisions of this Act.
A photograph file of Out-of-State Parolees was established during this year.
The object of this file is to have a record (by States) of men paroled under
the supervision of this Commonwealth.
Comparative Report
Fingerprint records received during year
Rogues' Gallery photographs received
Personal Identification records received
.
Duplicate photographs placed in files
Identifications .......
Criminal records sent to police and other officials
Number of Institutions and Departments from
which fingerprint records were received
Fiscal Year Fiscal Year
1938
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There has been a 45% increase in the volume of teletype correspondence over
the preceding fiscal year. Many important identifications have been effected,
not only by the name submitted, but also by fingerprint descriptions of persons
under assumed names. In one case, a man arrested in Hartford, Connecticut,
was identified as being wanted by the U. S. Department of Justice. Another
man, under arrest in Westbrook, Connecticut, was identified as being wanted
by the Bureau of Narcotics, U. S. Treasury Department. In another case, a
gang of five men arrested in Springfield, Massachusetts, were all identified as
having long criminal records under different names. These are just a few
cases. There have been many, and with the spread of fingerprint knowledge,
this phase of identification work has become increasingly valuable, for it is
possible for two experts, hundreds of miles apart, to identify an individual
within a few minutes.
Bureau of Photography
Assaults
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Other Crimes
Scenes of
Prints of
Fingerprint Photographs
Prints of . .
Enlargements .
Scenes Of Crime Visited For Fingerprint Evidence
Fingerprints photographed
Prints of .
Enlargements of
Persons fingerprinted after arrest
Persons photographed after arrest
Prints of ...
Enlargements of
Persons fingerprinted for civilian file
Persons footprinted for civilian file
Plaster Casts
Tire marks ....
Typewriting and Handwriting
Photographs of
Prints of ....
Photomicrography
Ballistic evidence (shells, bullets) and other technical evidence
Views of
Prints of
Miscellaneous .
Views of
Prints of
Infra Red (bullet holes)
Views of
Prints of
Ultra Violet .
Views of
Prints of .
Identification Photos Submitted For Copy
Prints of
Enlargements .
Photostatic:
Fingerprint records submitted for copy
Negatives
Positives .
Documentary evidence (checks, letters, bills, etc.) :
Negatives
Positives .
Miscellaneous copy work (charts, maps, blueprints, etc.):
Negatives
Positives ....
Photographs submitted for copy
Positives ....
Negatives
Lectures .....
Hours .....
Instruction
:
Persons instructed in the taking of fingerprints
Police officers from other police departments instructed in finger-
prints and judicial photography
Lantern Slides ......
Single Prints Filed, Mounted, And Classified
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Comparative Report
Latent Fingerprint Evidence:
Scenes of crime visited for evidence .
Cases submitted by police for examination .
Cases prepared for Court on evidence .
Days In Court .......
Instruction
:
Lectures .......
Persons instructed in the taking of finger-
prints .......
Police officers from other police departments
instructed in fingerprints and judicial
photography ......
Single Prints Filed, Mounted, And Classified .
1937 1938 1939
296
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Firearms
:
Examined ....
Re-numbered ....
High Explosives
:
Bombs examined and destroyed
Miscellaneous high explosives, cartridges, etc., destroyed
Firing Experiments
Ballistic Specimens Examined
Microscopic Examinations
Police School Lectures
Consultations ....
450
1
626 lbs.
704
602
705
41
226
Handwriting and Questioned Document Laboratory
Cases Examined
Extortion
Anonymous communications
Forgeries
Threatening letters .
Special investigations
Miscellaneous .
Cases Submitted By
:
State Police Detective Bureau
State Police Uniformed Branch
Municipal Police Departments
Other State Departments
Laboratory Hours ....
Days In Court ....
Lectures ......
50
2
5
23
2
2
16
14
5
18
13
419
9
18
Expert Assistant (Medico-Legal Consultant)
The steady increase in the use of the laboratory facilities of the Department
would seem to indicate growing recognition by law enforcement authorities in
this State of the value of trained technicians in police work, and the qualifica-
tions of our experts in problems involving fingerprints, photography, chemistry,
ballistics, and handwriting have been well established.
Enforcement authorities have for some years considered ways and means
of providing the various medical examiners with the services of a pathological
consultant. An offer has been made through C. Sydney Burwell, M.D., Dean
of Harvard Medical School, of the services of the Department of Legal Medicine
of Harvard University. The recent establishment of the Department of Legal
Medicine with Dr. Alan R. Moritz as Professor of Legal Medicine has made
the offer of this service possible, and it is hoped that its acceptance will be
consummated during- 1940.
DIVISION OF FIRE PREVENTION
The Division of Fire Prevention is under the charge of a Director who is
known as the State Fire Marshal. Under the supervision of the Commissioner
the Fire Marshal administers and enforces the provisions of Chapter 148 of
the General Laws. In this duty he is assisted by a Fire Prevention Engineer,
Inflammable Fluid Transport Inspectors, Petroleum Inspectors, and a number
of State Police Detectives who are assigned to the investigation of incendiarism
and fraudulent burnings. In addition to the administrative work incidental to
his office the Fire Marshal confers with officers of cities and towns with regard
to fire prevention and fire hazards and makes recommendations for the improve-
ment of laws and ordinances relating to the same.
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During the year just passed the Division met with continued success in the
suppression of the crimes of arson and fraudulent burnings. Convictions were
secured in 93.7% of the cases resulting from incendiarism which were brought
to trial. There were 72 fires for which arrests were made. Of this number
there were 56 found guilty, and 5 not guilty, with 11 cases pending. There
were also 19 found guilty in cases which were pending from previous years,
so that the total convictions secured during the past twelve months amounted
to 75. These various cases were disposed of as follows : sentenced to State
Prison—13; House of Correction—5; Reformatories—8; insane—1; probation
—22 ; probation with suspended sentences—5 ; filed—3. The sentences to State
Prison were for a total of 61 years; to the House of Correction, 156 months;
and the suspended sentences totalled 72 months. Restitution was also ordered
in a total amount of $4,100. Sentences to Reformatories were for an indefinite
term. There were 4 prosecutions and convictions for violation of the statute
as to fire hazards, and fines totalling $200 were imposed. There was a notice-
able decrease in the number of fires set to collect insurance.
Starting October 15, 1939, the Division instituted a system of conducting a
close check-up on the granting of permits by local authorities and the storage
and handling of explosives. Inasmuch as this power to grant such permits is
delegated to the local authorities by the Fire Marshal, the new system has been
designed to make available at this office an accurate record of all such permits
and storage and to collaborate with the local authorities in the enforcement of
the laws and regulations concerning explosives. For the period from October
15 to November 30, 1939, 20 cities and towns were visited and 39 magazines
used for storage of dynamite, exploders and blasting powder inspected. In such
magazines were found 285 pounds of blasting powder, 31,443 pounds of dynamite
and 14,445 blasting caps and exploders. A check was made on 28 permits to
blast and 22 blasting bonds filed in cities and towns were examined so as to
assure their validity.
During the past year, Fire Prevention lectures were given by an officer of
the Division of Fire Prevention in 29 cities and towns. These lectures were
given in the following places: Lowell (3), Boston (2), Wilmington (2),
Leominster, Dalton, Marblehead, Lawrence, Worcester, New Bedford, North-
ampton, Taunton, Wellesley, Hudson, Needham (2), Quincy, Bedford, Maiden
(2), Danvers, Westfield, Medford, Gardner, Mattapoisett, Yarmouth, Greenfield,
Wakefield, Belmont, Winchendon, Brookline and Arlington. The Division of
Fire Prevention actively cooperated in the work of providing greater training
for members of fire departments. In cooperation with the State Department of
Education, lectures were given at various Regional Firemen's Training Schools
at Springfield, Attleboro, Groton, New Bedford, Essex, Gardner, Brockton,
Brookline, Arlington and Pittsfield.
The Fire Marshal held conference with city and town officials with a view
towards advancing fire prevention activities along progressive lines, meetings
being held with the Fire Chiefs' Club of Massachusetts, the Forest Wardens
Association, the Massachusetts Fire Prevention Association, the National Board
of Fire Underwriters, the National Fire Protection Association, the Massachu-
setts Farm Bureau, and other agencies interested in fire prevention.
The inventory of the complete equipment available in the fire departments
of the 351 cities and towns in the commonwealth is on file in this department
for the purpose of making adequate preparation for extraordinary fire hazards
arising from any disaster, and has been kept up-to-date by frequent check with
the various departments. This information concerning equipment has been
arranged so as to be quickly available in any emergency.
During the past year 1646 samples of petroleum were taken throughout
the commonwealth as required by Chapter 148, Section 49A, for the purpose of
determining whether or not there was a violation of Section 48 of the same
chapter. It was not necessary to make any prosecutions under this law which
indicates that the provisions of same are being strictly complied with. A fee of
$1.00 has been taken by the department as provided by law.
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Trucks used for the transportation of inflammable fluids must receive a cer-
tificate of approval from this department. During the past year there were 358
trucks approved and certificates issued. There was a total of 4,691 tank trucks
inspected for the purpose of issuing certificates and to assure compliance with
the laws and regulations concerning such trucks.
Summary of Divisional Activities
Fires investigated ....
Fire inquests held ....
Blasting investigations .
Celluloid storage investigations
Cleaning and dyeing establishments investigated
Explosions investigated .
Filling stations investigated
.
Fireworks investigated .
Fuel Oil Samples collected .
Garages inspected ....
Gas and Oil Storage inspections (Bulk Stations)
Miscellaneous investigations
.
Oil burners inspected .
Oil Trucks inspected
Petroleum inspections
Storage of dynamite or explosives of any kind
Summonses served ....
Days in court ....
Days on Special Duty .
5,192
20
4
2
2
26
9
18
3,100
8
202
200
2
1,290
7
53
216
244
268
Oil Pollution of Waters
The presence of oil on the waters of the Commonwealth frequently presents
a fire hazard to vessels and waterfront property. The discharge or spilling of
oil is prohibited both by federal and state law and by the regulations of this
department. Chapter 381 of the Acts of 1935 provides for the enforcement of
the state law by this department or by any officer authorized to make arrests.
In the enforcement of the law prohibiting pollution of the waters bv oil, the
following named oil storage plants and oil carrying vessels were inspected
:
Xante of Plant
American Agricultural Chemical Co., Weymouth
American Oil Co., Chelsea
Atlantic Oil Co., Fall River .
Atwater-Pocahontas Fuel Co., Fall River
Bailey & Grant Oil Co., Fall River .
Barrett Tar Products Co., Maiden .
Beacon Oil Co., Everett ....
J. B. Berry Oil Co., Dorchester
Beverly Gas & Electric Co., Beverlv .
Busfield Oil Co., Haverhill . " .
Calderwoods Yacht Yard, Manchester
Cambridge Gas Co., Cambridge .
Cape Ann Tool Co., Rockport .
Casey's Yacht Basin, Fairhaven
Cashman Oil Co., Newburyport
Cities Service Oil Co., Braintree
Cities Service Oil Co., South Boston
David Duff & Sons. New Bedford .
Eastern Gas & Fuel Co., Everett
Number of
Inspections
73
2
11
11
11
8
9
55
4
17
2
1
4
9
17
80
53
10
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Fall River Electric Co., Fall River
Gorton Pew Fisheries, Gloucester
Gulf Oil Co., Beverly
Gulf Oil Co., Chelsea
Gulf Oil Co., Gloucester
Gulf Oil Co., Haverhill
Gulf Oil Co., Sandwich
Hartol Oil Co., Revere
Hathaway Oil Co., New Bedford
Haverhill Electric Co., Newburyport
Jenney Oil Co., Chelsea .
Jenney Oil Co., South Boston .
Keith Oil Co., Taunton
Kelley's Boat Yard, Fairhaven .
Koppers Tar Products Co., Everett
Leaders Oil Co., Danversport .
Leaders Oil Co., Saugus
Lincoln Oil Co., Quincy .
Lynn Gas & Electric Co., Lynn
Massachusetts Wharf Coal Co., Cambridg
Merrimac Chemical Co., Everett
Montaup Electric Co., Somerset
Morton Oil Co., Maiden .
Municipal Lighting Plant, Braintree
New Bedford Gas & Edison Electric Co., New
Pacific Oil Co., Cambridge
Pennsylvania Oil Co., Somerville
Perkins & Corliss Oil Co., Gloucester
Pierce & Kilburn Yacht Basin, Fairhaven
Plymouth Cordage Co. ,Plymouth
Quincy Oil Co., Chelsea .
Quincy Oil Co., Quincy .
Salem Gas Co., Salem
Shell Oil Co., Chelsea
Shell Oil Co., Fall River .
Shell Oil Co., New Bedford .
Sinclair Oil Co., Salem
Standard Oil Co., Bourne .
Standard Oil Co., East Boston .
Standard Oil Co., Fall River .
Standard Oil Co., Gloucester
Standard Oil Co., Haverhill
Standard Oil Co., New Bedford
Standard Oil Co., Quincy .
Standard Oil Co., Salisbury
State Oil Co., East Boston
Sun Oil Co., Revere .
Texas Oil Co., Chelsea
Texas Oil Co., Fall River .
Texas Oil Co., Salem .
Tidewater Oil Co., Haverhill
Tidewater Oil Co., New Bedford
Tidewater Oil Co., Revere .
United Shoe Machinery Co., Beverly
United Oil Co., Somerville
United States Gypsum Co., Charlestown
Wamsutta Mills, New Bedford .
White Fuel Co., South Boston .
Bedford
10
4
4
2
4
17
17
2
10
17
2
53
1
9
9
1
1
71
1
1
2
11
8
71
10
2
3
4
9
2
2
71
4
2
11
10
4
17
2
11
4
17
10
71
17
2
2
2
11
3
17
9
2
3
3
2
9
58
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Name of Tanker
Esso Bayway
Millie
.
Cities Service Empire
Seaboard
Hygrade No. 7 .
Bessie .
Altair .
S. T. Kiddoo
Lucy
Irene W. Allen .
Hagood
Charles Pratt
Socony Vacuum
Marshall B. Hall
Quincy
Bristol
Cities Service Ohio
Cities Service Koolmotor
Cities Service No. 3
Joseph Seep
Esso Baytown
Blue Sunoco
Hadnot
Naeco
Comol Rico
David McKelvy
R. P. Resor
Veedol No. 2
Tydol No. 2
Argon .
Java Arrow
Uncle Joe
Sadie
Gulfwave
M. P. No. 21
Oregon
Boston No. 1
M & T
Chelsea
Cities Service Missouri
Cities Service Oklahoma
Beacon Barge No. 2
L. L. Abshire
Cities Service Boston
No-Nox
Mobilgas
John Worthington
E. J. Sadler
Blue Line No. 102
Libre
Socony No. 8
Cities Service Toledo
T. J. Conway
Halo .
U. S. No. 212 .
James B. Stewart
Number of
Inspections
2
1
3
17
23
22
1
1
12
5
2
1
1
4
23
18
5
3
17
1
2
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M. L. Sylvia 1
H. H. Rogers 2
Cities Service Denver ........ 1
Halsey ........... 1
Burlington Socony ......... 1
Colonial Beacon ......... 1
Esso Boston .......... 1 220
Division of Inspection
The Division of Inspection is in charge of a director designated as the Chief
of Inspections. Under the supervision of the Commissioner, the Chief of In-
spections administers the provisions of Chapter 143 and 146 of the General Laws.
The personnel of the Division of Inspection consists of twenty-one building
inspectors, one of whom is assigned as Supervisor of Plans and another de-
tailed as Supervisor of the Bureau of Sunday Censorship. There are twenty-
six boiler inspectors, one of whom is assigned to special duty as Chairman
of the Board of Boiler Rules, and another is assigned for duty in connection
with the approval of plans for the construction and maintenance of tanks under
the provisions of General Laws, Chapter 148, Sections 37 and 38.
The provisions of Chapter 143 of the General Laws, which are enforced by
the building inspectors, apply to the examination and approval of plans for
the construction of public buildings; the erection, alteration, inspection and use
of certain buildings ; the inspection and approval of elevators in cities and
towns having no building inspection department ; and the enforcement of the
laws, rules and regulations governing the use of the cinematograph and similar
apparatus for the exhibition of motion pictures. Building inspectors also con-
duct examinations of applicants for licenses as motion picture operators, and
have supervision of all motion picture projection booths throughout the Com-
monwealth, and the inspection of safety film for use in special exhibitions.
Many conferences are held during the course of the year with local officials,
construction engineers and architects regarding the erection, use and alteration
of public buildings, theatres, school houses and places of public assemblage,
from all of whom splendid cooperation is received. The heating, ventilation,
egress and sanitation of such buildings is under constant supervision.
The work of the Supervisor of Plans includes the approval of all plans for
the erection or alteration of public buildings, industrial plants, hotels, lodging
houses, apartment houses, etc., for the purpose of securing uniformity in con-
struction work throughout the Commonwealth, which is a great factor in pro-
moting public safety.
The provisions of Chapter 146 of the General Laws, which are enforced by
the boiler inspectors, apply to the inspection of certain steam boilers and their
appurtenances, both internally and externally, and to ascertain the general con-
dition of the boiler and its appliances while the boiler is under steam ; also to
see if they have the proper appendages for safety as prescribed by the Board
of Boiler rules. Air tanks carrying a pressure exceeding fifty pounds per square
inch and their appurtenances are also inspected to see that they conform to the
rules formulated by the Board of Boiler rules. The engineers' and firemen's
license law is also enforced by the boiler inspectors and is a valuable contribu-
tion to public safety. Much of the time of the inspectors is given to the exam-
ination of applicants for certificates of competency as inspectors of steam boilers
in the employ of authorized boiler insurance companies.
During the past year the work of the boiler inspectors has been increased
as the result of the enactment of the new air tank law—Chapter 319, Acts of
1938. Prior to the passage of this act, only those air tanks used in connection
with the operation of pneumatic machinery were required to conform to certain
Massachusetts standards and subject to inspection. With certain exceptions,
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all air tanks carrying a pressure exceeding fifty pounds per square inch now
come under the supervision and inspection of the state or authorized insurance
company inspectors. The fact that there have been no explosions of high pres-
sure steam boilers in this state since 1920 attests to the careful and conscien-
tious attention to duty of the state boiler inspectors as well as to the rigid
requirements of the rules under which these boilers are constructed, the careful
inspection for defects, and the operation of such boilers by men licensed by this
department after a practical examination as to their competency.
If it were possible to obtain additional funds in order to add at least two
more building inspectors and two more boiler inspectors, the efficiency of the
work performed by the Division of Inspection would be greatly increased. At
the present time there is no provision in the engineers' and firemen's license
law for the periodical renewal of the many licenses issued by the state boiler
inspectors. Once issued, these licenses are good for life, without renewal, unless
suspended or revoked for just cause. Consideration should be given to an amend-
ment to the present engineers' and firemen's license law which would provide
for an annual renewal of these licenses with a minimum fee. This would not
only add revenue to the department, but it would also enable the inspectors to
keep a close check on the individuals holding these licenses.
Among other pamphlets distributed free by this department, as provided by
law, is our Form U which contains the steam boiler rules formulated by the
Board of Boiler Rules for the construction of high pressure boilers. This is
a highly technical pamphlet of 220 pages of which over ten thousand copies
have been distributed in the past three years at no charge. If it were possible
to charge a fee for this particular document, with the possible exception of those
distributed to citizens and manufacturers residing in Massachusetts, additional
revenue would be obtained which might at least cover the cost of printing.
Board of Boiler Rules
The Board of Boiler Rules is appointed by the Commissioner of Public Safety
under the authority of General Laws, Chapter 22, Section 10. The board con-
sists of a boiler inspector of the department who acts as chairman, and four
associate members representing the operating engineers, boiler using, boiler
manufacturing, and boiler insurance interests.
The board is required by law to formulate rules for the construction, installa-
tion and inspection of steam boilers and air tanks carrying a pressure in excess
of fifty pounds per square inch, and for ascertaining the safe working pressure
to be carried therein; to prescribe tests to ascertain the qualities of materials
used in the construction of boilers and air tanks, and to formulate rules regard-
ing the construction of safety valves, the use of fusible safety plugs, pressure
indicators, and other safety appliances.
The law provides for public hearings in May and November, and at such
other times as may be deemed necessary by the board, on petitions for changes
in the rules formulated by it. The board also receives and examines for approval
specifications for boilers of special design not covered by the rules.
The new edition of the Massachusetts air tank regulations was completed and
sent to all parties interested in the construction and inspection of air tanks
on February 15, 1939, since which time the construction of air tanks has in-
creased from 616 in 1938 to 3100 in 1939.
The Board of Boiler Rules is now working on a revision of both the low
pressure and high pressure steam boiler rules, which is expected to be com-
pleted in the near future.
During the fiscal year, the chairman of the board held 1,741 consultations
with persons interested in matters relating to the Board of Boiler Rules.
The following is a list of the meetings of the board and the number of peti-
tions approved or rejected:
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Meetings
December 9, 1939
February 10, 1939
March 10, 1939
April 14, 1939
May 4, 1939*
June 9, 1939 .
September 8, 1939
September 22, 1939
November 2, 1939*
November 10, 1939
Totals .
* Semi-annual hearing.
Petitions
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Certificates of Competency Examinations:
Certificates of competency to inspect boilers are issued to representatives of
companies insuring boilers in the Commonwealth after an examination by a
board of three boiler inspectors. These certificates remain in force during the
employment of the representative by the company unless sooner revoked. Dur-
ing the fiscal year, 28 applications for such certificates were received, and upon
examination 10 applications were rejected.
Service of the Supervisor of Plans
Plans submitted ......
50
Second-class Operators' licenses granted
rejected ......
Special Limited Operators' licenses granted
rejected ......
Safety Film Operators' licenses granted
rejected ......
Total granted .....
Total rejected .....
Total examined .....
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3
10
3
1
3
74
126
52
as reduced
Boiler and Air Tank Inspections
Total number of boilers inspected
Boilers inspected internally .
Boilers inspected externally
.
Boilers inspected externally under steam
Defects found on boilers
Orders issued on boilers
Boilers ordered repaired
Appendages ordered, or defective appendages repaired or replaced
Number of boilers on which hydrostatic pressure test was applied
Number of boilers on which maximum allowable pressure w;
Number of boilers condemned
Complaints investigated
Prosecutions
Disposition (placed on file)
Days in Court
Air Tanks Inspected
Total number of air tanks inspected .
Defects found on air tanks .....
Orders issued on air tanks ....
Air Tanks ordered repaired ....
Appendages ordered, or defective appendages repaired or r
Number of air tanks on which hydrostatic pressure test was applied
Number of air tanks on which maximum allowable pressure was
reduced ............
Complaints investigated .........
Prosecutions ...........
The following tabulation shows the number of inspections made by the
Inspectors of the Division of Inspection during the past five years
:
Inspections
of Steam Boilers
Internal External
6,481
6,372
5,986
5,772
5,544
There have been 27,231 reports of steam boiler inspections and 2,500 air
tank inspections made by insurance companies, a total of 29,731 insurance com-
pany inspection reports for the year.
General Summary of Examinations
Engineers' and Firemen's License Law :
—
Examinations for licenses as engineers and firemen
Licenses granted and applicants rejected:
eplaced
6,932
1,057
5,544
331
758
3,234
1,013
2,393
4,465
26
1
678
2
2
3
704
62
552
78
288
16
Boiler
1935
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Third-class engineers
Fourth-class engineers
Steam fire engineers
Portable engineers ....
First-class firemen ....
Second-class firemen
Specials to have charge of first-class plant
Specials to have charge of second-class plant
Specials to have charge of third-class plant
Specials to have charge of other plants
Specials to operate first-class plant
Specials to operate second-class plant
Specials to operate third-class plant
Specials to operate other plants
Total licenses granted and rejected
Licenses exchanged ....
Licenses suspended ....
Licenses revoked ....
Complaints investigated .
Total Service on Board .
Operators of Hoisting Machinery License Law
:
Examinations for licenses as Hoisting Engineer
Licenses granted and applications rejected:
Complaints investigated
Prosecutions
Days in Court .
192
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The Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection and Insurance
Company ........
Liberty Mutual Insurance Company
London Guarantee and Accident Company, Limited
Lumbermens Mutual Casualty Company
Maryland Casualty Company ....
Massachusetts Bonding and Insurance Company .
Mutual Boiler Insurance Company of Boston
The Ocean Accident and Guarantee Corporation
Limited .......
Phoenix Indemnity Company ....
Royal Indemnity Company .....
Security Mutual Casualty Company
Standard Accident Insurance Company
Standard Surety and Casualty Company of New York
Sun Indemnity Company of New York
The Travelers Indemnity Company
United States Fidelity and Guaranty Company .
United States Guarantee Company
November 29, 1939.
Hartford, Conn.
Boston, Mass.
London, England
Chicago, 111.
Baltimore, Md.
Boston, Mass.
Boston, Mass.
London, England
New York, N. Y.
New York, N. Y.
Chicago, 111.
Detroit, Mich.
New York, N. Y.
New York, N. Y.
Hartford, Conn.
Baltimore, Md.
New York, N. Y.
STATE BOXING COMMISSION
The State Boxing Commission serves in the Department of Public Safety
in accordance with the provisions of General Laws, Chapter 22, Section 12.
The Commission consists of the Commissioner of Public Safety, ex-officio, and
two Commissioners appointed by His Excellency the Governor for terms of
three years.
The Boxing Commission supervises all boxing exhibitions held in the Com-
monwealth and regulates boxing generally. All clubs conducting boxing
exhibitions in the state are licensed by the Boxing Commission, as are all
referees, judges, physicians, managers, boxers and seconds.
There was an increase of four in the number of clubs conducting professional
exhibitions during the year, and an increase of fifty-three in the number of
such shows held. There were nine less amateur exhibitions held during 1939
than in 1938.
The amount of boxers' purses forfeited to the Commonwealth during the
year was $335.00. These purses are forfeited for violation of the boxing law
or regulations.
The following is a statistical report for the period ending November 30, 1939
:
The number of professional clubs conducting boxing matches and exhibitions
was 10, and the number of exhibitions held was 162.
Receipts from license fees .......
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Licenses revoked
:
Boxers
Managers .....
Seconds ......
Clubs
Licenses supended
:
Boxers ......
Managers
Seconds ......
Clubs
Visiting boxers debarred from State
Visiting managers debarred from State
Visiting seconds debarred from State .
Special and amateur exhibitions authorized
Special and amateur exhibitions disapproved
Special and amateur exhibitions cancelled
Special and amateur exhibitions held .
3
11
1
1
1
50
7
4
201
201
Note : The item "Boxers' fees, $4,674.00" mentioned above represents the
total amount paid in license fees by boxers. The fee for boxer's license is $15.00,
paid in installments of $5.00 and $3.00 each.
SUPERVISION OF LORD'S DAY ENTERTAINMENTS
The supervision of Lord's Day entertainments is authorized under the pro-
visions of Chapter 136 of the General Laws, and during the year ending
November 30, 1939, there was submitted to this bureau for the approval of the
Commissioner of Public Safety a total of 31,074 licenses and programs of
entertainments to be held on the Lord's Day. Of this number 31,070 were
approved and 4 disapproved, shown as follows :
—
Boston ..... 1
Franklin .... 3
Each of these license and programs was accompanied by a fee of $2.00, the
amount totalling $62,148, which was paid to the Treasurer of the Common-
wealth. This amount was $4,360 in excess of the year 1938.
In addition to the above number of licenses, there were 7,091 reels of motion
picture film censored for showing on the Lord's Day, which were disposed of
as follows :
—
Number of reels approved . . 6,902
Number of reels approved with
deletions .... 127
Number of reels disapproved 62
Footage of film censored . 6,381,900
There were also submitted for censorship 222 mutoscope reels and 27 sets of
drop cards which were disposed of as follows :
—
Mutoscope reels approved . . 193 Drop cards approved ... 17
Mutoscope reels disapproved . 29 Drop cards disapproved . . 10
Vaudeville acts and stage presentations are pre-viewed at the various theatres
prior to their showing on the Lord's Day, at which time a complete record,
containing the name of act, number of persons in said act and a description of
the act and the clothing worn, is made for the files in this bureau. When
deletions are ordered to be made in acts for Sunday presentations, all parties
concerned are notified, and a letter is required by this department advising that
the acts will conform to the instructions forwarded before performance on the
Lord's Day. There were 2,400 vaudeville acts reviewed for showing on the
Lord's Day. Of this number 1,073 vaudeville acts were re-reviewed. The re-
maining 1,327 were acted upon as follows:
—
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Acts approved 803
Acts approved with deletions .... 334
Acts disapproved 190
Operators of ten theatres, two minature golf courses, eight golf driving
ranges, and eleven other amusements were granted hearings for violations of
regulations, and after due deliberation the cases of these operators were placed
on file with warnings that their licenses would be either revoked or disapproved
if there was a recurrence.
The personnel assigned to this bureau perform various duties in connection
with the enforcement of the law governing entertainments held on the Lord's
Day in this Commonwealth. In addition to their functions as censors, they
are required to perform such other duties as may be assigned them from time
to time, such as the checking of licenses as approved by the Commissioner of
Public Safety to ascertain whether or not they are exercised as originally
approved. It is also necessary to check all entertainments at the many different
theatres, halls, amusement parks and beaches.
The entertainments are varied in character. Tbe theatres and larger halls
offer stage presentations, vaudeville and motion pictures ; while in the different
community theatres and halls, plays conducted by both professional and amateur
performers. In this respect there were approximately 1,763 performances in
theatres inspected. Some of these performances are given in a foreign tongue
and require the service of interpreters in censoring. The interpreters are as-
signed from the personnel of this department. There were five Jewish and one
Italian performances inspected during the past year.
The City of Boston submitted for approval 2,444 licenses and programs for
entertainments provided in hotels, restaurants, cafes, etc., on the Lord's Day
in conjunction with their regular business. This number of licenses is 928 in
excess of the year 1938.
At the amusement parks and beaches are conducted the many different rides,
games, sideshows, etc., which require rigid supervision. As in the past, this
bureau has received the cooperation of the majority of operators, licensing
authorities and police officials in the different cities and towns in which amuse-
ment parks and beaches are located. Every amusement device or game, exhibit
or show operated at the different amusement parks and beaches is inspected at
least once during each season. Each summer season brings new devices, games
and shows which are inspected before Lord's Day operation is permitted.
As in previous years, there were received numerous requests for the approval
of licenses for carnivals to be, conducted on the Lord's Day under the auspices
of various church, veteran and agricultural organizations. After the approval
of licenses had been given, a most careful supervision of the carnivals was
required in order to eliminate undesirable operators so that the organizations
under whose auspices these carnivals were conducted might be protected from
fraud.
Due to the fact that bowling has become very popular during the past year,
this bureau has received numerous requests from the operators of bowling
alleys for permission to operate on the Lord's Day. While Section 4A of Chap-
ter 136 of the General Law permits bowling on the Lord's Day, it also limits
the operation of these alleys to certain locations. Many operators of bowling
alleys submitted to this bureau, for the approval of the Commissioner of Public
Safety, licenses duly granted to them by their local licensing authorities for
Sunday bowling, but due to the limitations of said Section 4A, it was necessary
for an officer assigned to this bureau to investigate the locations to determine
whether or not approval could be given. In many instances, after investigation,
it was decided that the locations could not be approved and the applicant was
so informed, and in instances where fees had been submitted with the licenses,
the fees were refunded.
Number of
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Spirits destroyed on warrants
Spirits destroyed from storage
Spirits delivered ....
Spirits on hand November 30, 1939
Wine received during fiscal year .
Wine destroyed on warrants
Wine destroyed from storage
Wine delivered ....
Wine on hand November 30, 1939
Cider received and destroyed on forfeiture warrants
Malt received during fiscal year .
Malt destroyed on warrants .
Malt destroyed from storage
Malt delivered ....
Malt on hand November 30, 1939
60
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Auburn 41
Avon 10
Ayer 43
Barnstable 74
Barre —
Becket 13
Bedford - 14
Belchertown 15
Bellingham 11
Belmont 104
Berkeley 4
Berlin 16
Bernardston 3
Beverly 164
Billerica 72
Blackstone 13
Blandford 8
Bolton 4
Boston 2,504
Bourne 41
Boxboro 3
Boxford 24
Boylston 7
Braintree 137
Brewster 4
Bridgewater 33
Brimfield 16
Brockton 328
Brookfield 25
Brookline 177
Buckland 16
Burlington 28
Cambridge 323
Canton 22
Carlisle 3
Carver 34
Charlemont 5
Chatham 26
Charlton 10
Chelmsford 44
Chelsea 78
Cheshire 3
Chester 28
Chesterfield 10
Chicopee 113
Chilmark —
Clarksburg 9
Clinton 38
Cohasset 52
Colrain 7
Concord 36
Conway 4
Cummington 6
Dalton 53
Danvers 76
Dartmouth 73
Dedham 57
Deerfield 12
Dennis 15
57
Dighton 41
Douglas 9
Dover 1
1
Dracut 32
Dudley 26
Dunstable —
Duxbury 7
East Bridgewater 36
East Brookfield 5
East Longmeadow 31
Eastham —
Easthampton 43
Easton 45
Edgartown —
Egremont 4
Erving 17
Essex —
Everett 89
Fairhaven 54
Fall River 185
Falmouth 59
Fitchburg 163
Florida 2
Foxboro 30
Framingham 1
Franklin 60
Freetown —
Gardner 179
Gay Head —
Georgetown 26
Gill 8
Gloucester 143
Goshen 1
Gosnold —
Grafton 28
Granby 3
Granville —
Great Barrington 23
Greenfield 135
Groton 40
Groveland 9
Hadley 6
Halifax 8
Hamilton 1
Hampden 9
Hancock —
Hanover 23
Hanson 6
Hardwick 16
Harvard —
Harwich 40
Hatfield —
Haverhill 159
Hawley —
Heath —
Hingham —
Hinsdale 4
Holbrook 18
Holden 15
58
Holland _ 5
Holliston 4
Holyoke 137
Hopedale 39
Hopkinton 17
Hubbardston 5
Hudson 15
Hull —
Huntington 8
Ipswich 48
Kingston 20
Lakeville _ 16
Lancaster 38
Lanesboro 4
Lawrence 193
Lee 37
Leicester .___ —
Lenox 7
Leominster 92
Leverett 3
Lexington 95
Leyden —
Lincoln 17
Littleton 10
Longmeadow 55
Lowell —
Ludlow 55
Lunenburg 44
Lynn 451
Lvnnfield 32
Maiden 189
Manchester 27
Mansfield 79
Marblehead 57
Marion 26
Marlboro 93
Marshfield 79
Mashpee 2
Mattapoisett 16
Maynard 12
Medfield 15
Medford 156
Medway 3
Melrose 169
Mendon —
Merrimac 15
Methuen 121
Middleboro 55
Middlefield ' 2
Middleton 23
Milford 58
Millbury 46
Mill is 13
Millville -~- —
Milton 101
Monroe 3
Monson 51
Montague _ 12
Monterey 8
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Montgomery 2
Mount Washington 1
Nahant 8
Nantucket 18
Natick 75
Needham 46
New Ashford —
New Bedford 205
New Braintree 2
New Marlboro 5
New Salem 4
Newbury 7
Newburyport 51
Newton 252
Norfolk 22
North Adams 101
North Andover 61
North Attleboro 47
North Brookfield 38
North Reading 18
Northampton 163
Northboro —
Northbridge 27
Northfield 11
Norton 9
Norwell 74
Norwood 81
Oak Bluffs 16
Oakham .__ 4
Orange 81
Orleans 21
Otis —
Oxford —
Palmer 73
Paxton 6
Peabody 81
Pelham 7
Pembroke 19
Pepperell —
Peru —
Petersham 5
Phillipston 7
Pittsfield 441
Plainfield —
Plainville 15
Plymouth 75
Plympton 3
Princeton 3
Provincetown 1
1
Quincy 99
Randolph 33
Raynham 9
Reading 84
Rehoboth 16
Revere 70
Richmond ___ ..... 2
Rochester 3
Rockland 53
Rockport 21
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Rowe — - 4
Rowley 12
Rovalston 5
Russell ._ -- 17
Rutland - 12
Salem —
Salisbury . 7
Sandisfield 1
Sandwich 15
Saugus _ 53
Savoy —
Scituate 25
Seekonk 10
Sharon 34
Sheffield 7
Shelburne 21
Sherborn 3
Shirley 19
Shrewsbury 66
Shutesbury —
Somerset 18
Somerville 171
South Hadley —
Southhampton 7
Southboro 32
Southbridge 103
Southwick 7
Spencer 25
Springfield 654
Sterling 2
Stockbridge 5
Stoneham 25
Stoughton 50
Stow 9
Sturbridge —
Sudbury 7
Sunderland 6
Sutton 17
Swampscott 109
Swansea 14
Taunton 164
Templeton 31
Tewksbury 23
Tisbury —
Tolland —
Topsfield 14
Townsend 1
5
Truro - 5
Tyngsboro 2
Tyringham — —
Upton 16
Uxbridge —
Wakefield 97
Wales — 5
Walpole - 41
Waltham ; 173
Ware 73
Wareham 72
Warren 19
59
Warwick 2
Washington 1
Watertown 74
Wayland 30
Webster 1 1
1
Wellesley 38
Wellfleet 10
Wendell 1
Wenham 12
West Boylston —
West Bridgewater 11
West Brookfield 24
West Newburv 12
West Springfield 100
West Stockbridge —
West Tisbury —
Westboro 27
Westfield 246
Westford 7
Westhampton 4
Westminster 5
Weston 40
Westport 32
Westwood 10
Weymouth 96
Whately 5
Whitman 46
Wilbraham 12
Williamsburg 10
Williamstown 17
Wilmington 41
Winchendon 52
Winchester 84
Windsor —
Winthrop 33
Woburn 42
Worcester . 703
Worthington .._ 1
Wrentham 25
Yarmouth 26
Department of Public Safety __ 89
Charlestown District Court 1
Dorchester Municipal Court ___
_
1
West Roxbury Municipal Court 7
Dukes County District Court _ 10
District Court of Nantucket 10
District Court of Franklin
County 1
Middlesex County Superior
Court 65
District Court of Lawrence 22
District Court of Lowell 137
Second District Court of Ply-
mouth County 41
First District Court of Essex ._ 1
First District Court of Eastern
Worcester „ 7
Second District Court of South-
ern Worcester 160
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District Court of Southern Nor- Licenses to Possess Machine
folk 4 Guns 3
ROSTER OF THE DEPARTMENT
Headquarters, Commonwealth Pier, Boston
EUGENE M. McSWEENEY, Commissioner
Timothy C. Murphy, Executive Secretary
George C. Parsons, Chief of Inspections
Stephen C. Garrity, State Fire Marshal
Frank K. Hahn, Head Administrative Clerk
Branch Offices
Boston, 3 Hancock St., Tel. Capitol 5120
Fall River, 51 Franklin St., Tel. Fall River 256
Greenfield, 191 Main St., Tel. Greenfield 3355
Lowell, 419 Central Block, Tel. Lowell 2005
Pittsfield, 246 North St., Tel. Pittsfield 20617
Salem, 140 Washington St., Tel. Salem 121
Springfield, 145 State St., Tel. Springfield 63628
Worcester, 476 Main St., Tel. Worcester 43208
DIVISION OF STATE POLICE
(Under the immediate charge of the Commissioner)
John F. Stokes, Captain James P. Mahoney,
Chief of Detectives Captain and Executive Officer
Detective Bureau
Telephone : Hubbard 7760
Nights, Sundays and Holidays
Hubbard 7765-7766-7769
State Police Detective Inspectors:
Brouillard, Albert L., Plymouth County. Tel. Brockton 8111.
Clemmey, Francis W., Bristol County. Tel. Taunton 1710.
Ferrari, Joseph L., Boston. Tel. Hubbard 7760.
Griffin, Richard J., Essex County. Tel Haverhill 4722.
McCarthy, Edward J., Worcester County. Tel. Worcester 43208.
Sherlock, Edward J., Middlesex County. Tel. Trowbridge 8000.
Slate Police Detectives:
Bradford, Ernest S., Barnstable County. Tel. Hyannis 207.
Cotter, Richard N., Hampden County. Tel. Springfield 63628.
Crescio, Joseph C, Middlesex County. Tel. Trowbridge 6500.
Delay, William H., Norfolk County.' Tel. Dedham 1600.
Dempsey, John F., Boston. Tel. Hubbard 7760.
Foley, Raymond H., Assigned to the State Fire Marshal, Essex County. Tel.
Salem 121.
Hale, Frank G., Boston. Tel Capitol 4600—Line 240.
Horgan, John F., Berkshire County. Tel. Pittsfield 4478.
Horrigan, Edward F., Assigned to the State Fire Marshal, Suffolk and Mid-
dlesex Counties. Tel. Hubbard 7760.
Johnson, Theodore W., Boston. Tel. Hubbard 7760.
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Keating, Arthur E., Boston. Tel Capitol 4600—Line 214.
Loomis, James L., Assigned to the State Fire Marshal, Boston. Tel. Hubbard
7760.
Murphy, Daniel A., Assigned to the State Fire Marshal, South Middlesex
County. Mystic 6664.
Murray, William F., Essex County. Tel. Salem 121.
Murtagh, Edward H., Assigned to the State Fire Marshal, Plymouth County.
Tel. Braintree 1180.
Nelligan, Maurice P., Hampshire and Franklin Counties. Tel. Northampton 280.
O'Neill, Edward P., Assigned to the State Fire Marshal, North Middlesex
County. Tel. Hubbard 7760.
Puzzo, William J., Assigned to the State Fire Marshal, Hampden County.
Tel. Springfield 63628.
Sullivan, John N., Assigned to the State Fire Marshal, Bristol, Barnstable,
Dukes and Nantucket Counties. Tel. Taunton 1710.
Trainor, James A., Assigned to the State Fire Marshal, Worcester County.
Tel. Fitchburg 1335.
Whittemore, Howard M., Assigned to the State Fire Marshal, Berkshire
County. Tel. Pittsfield 4478.
State Police Officers Assigned to Detective Bureau:
(Telephone Hubbard 7760)
Conniff, James F., Patrolman, Boston.
Ferrari, Robert L., Sergeant, Boston.
Grady, George E., Patrolman, Boston.
Leary, James C, Patrolman, Boston.
Olsson, Arnold W., Patrolman, Boston.
Pollard, George S., Corporal, Boston.
Winn, James A., Corporal, Boston.
TECHNICAL LABORATORIES AND BUREAUS
Under the Supervision of the Chief of Detectives
Telephone Hubbard 7760
Bureau of Criminal Identification
Roscoe C. Hill, Supervisor, in charge.
Bureau of Photography
Julius W. Toelken, Special Officer Sergeant, in charge
Chemical Laboratory
Joseph T. Walker, Lieutenant, in charge.
Nights, Sundays and Holidays, Hubbard 7768.
Ballistics Laboratory
Charles J. Van Amburgh, Expert Assistant, in charge.
Handwriting and Questioned Documents Laboratory
Robert P. Phipps, in charge.
Medicolegal Consultant
Alan R. Moritz, M. D.
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UNIFORMED POLICE
Headquarters, Commonwealth Pier, Boston
James P. Mahoney, State Police Captain and Executive Officer.
Edward J. Gully, State Police Lieutenant and Adjutant.
William V. Shimkus, State Police Lieutenant and Inspector.
John A. Carroll, State Police Lieutenant, in charge of Bureau of Supplies.
Martin W. Joyce, State Police Lieutenant, in charge of Bureau of Police
Communications.
Telephone : Hubbard 7760
Nights, Sundays and Holidays : Tel. Hubbard 7760
State Police Academy and Recruit School
Michael J. Barrett, Capt., Instructor of State Police
Thomas H. Mitchell, Lieut., State Police
Troop "A"
Enforcement Zone, Essex, Middlesex and Norfolk Counties.
Station Headquarters, Framingham.
Telephone: Framingham 6153 and 6154.
Lieutenant John P. Sullivan, Commanding Officer.
1st Sergeant John F. Barnicle.
Substation A-l, Andover:
Corp. Arthur V. Ford, in charge. Tel. Andover 798.
Substation A-2, Topsficld:
Corp. Richard F. Cleary, in charge. Tel. Topsfield 95.
Substation A-3, Concord:
Corp. Robert S. F. Rhodes, in charge. Tel. Concord 750.
Substation A-U, Wrentliam:
Corp. Arthur T. O'Leary, in charge. Tel. Wrentham 185.
Substation A-5, Salisbury (Summer station only).
Troop "R"
Enforcement Zone, Berkshire, Franklin, Hampden and Hampshire Counties.
Station Headquarters, Northampton.
Telephone : Northampton 3000.
Lieutenant John F. McLaughlin, Commanding Officer.
1st Sergeant Warner F. Eaton.
Substation B-l, Lee:
Corp. Michael J. Sullivan, in charge. Tel. Lee 600.
Substation B-2, Shelburne Falls:
Corp. Charles F. Furze, in charge. Tel. Shelburne Falls 100.
Substation B-3, Monson:
Corp. James L. Lyons, in charge. Tel. Palmer 800.
Substation B-U, Pitt'sfield:
Corp. Louis J. Perachi, in charge. Tel. Pittsfield 5511.
Substation B-5, Russell:
Corp. Frank Lambert, in charge. Tel. Russell 100.
Troop "C"
Enforcement Zone, Worcester County and Northwestern Section of Middlesex
County.
Station Headquarters, Holden.
Telephone: Holden 90 or Worcester 51345.
Lieutenant James E. Hughes, Commanding Officer.
1st Sergeant Edward J. Majeskey.
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Substation C-l, Athol:
Corp. Charles J. O'Connor, in charge. Tel. Athol 290.
Substation C-2, Grafton:
Corp. Rohert G. Jones, in charge. Tel. Grafton 42.
Substation C-3, Brookficld:
Corp. Harry C. Smith, in charge. Tel. X. Brookfield 912.
Substation C-U, Lunenburg:
Corp. Theodore H. Stronach, in charge. Tel. Lunenburg 52.
Troop "D"
Enforcement Zone, Bristol, Plymouth, Barnstable, Dukes and Nantucket
Counties.
Station Headquarters, Bridgewater.
Telephone : Bridgewater 961 and 962.
Lieutenent George H. Thompson, Commanding Officer.
1st Sergeant Edward J. Canavan.
Substation D-l, Norwell:
Corp. Henry W. Eliason, in charge. Tel. Norwell 57.
Substation D-2, YarnwutJi
:
Corp. Norman S. Sidney, in charge. Tel. Hyannis 930.
Substation D-3, Fairliavcn:
Corp. Edward L. McGinley, in charge. Tel. New Bedford 1133.
Substation D-J+, Rehoboth:
Corp. John W. Collins, in charge. Tel. Rehoboth 40.
Substation D-5, Oak Bluffs:
Sergt. Antonio N. Altieri, in charge. Tel. Vineyard Haven 545.
Substation D-6, Nantucket:
Sergt. Harvey G. Laprade, in charge. Tel. Nantucket 706.
DIVISION OF FIRE PREVENTION
Stephen C. Garrity, State Fire Marshal
George O. Mansfield, State Police Detective Inspector
Carl Stuetzel, Jr., Assistant Fire Prevention Engineer
Telephone Hubbard 7760
DIVISION OF INSPECTION
George C. Parsons, Chief of Inspections, 3 Hancock St., Boston.
Harry Atkinson, Supervisor of Plans.
Building Inspectors
District No. 1.—Wallace C. Day, 140 Washington Street, Salem.
District ATo. 2.—Harold J. McCann, 140 Washington Street, Salem.
District No. 3.
—
John E. Moynahan, 53 Central Street, Lowell.
District No. U.—Richard S. Beyer, 3 Hancock Street, Boston.
District No. 5. , 3 Hancock Street, Boston.
District No. 6.—Everett E. Ryan, 3 Hancock Street, Boston.
District No. 7.—David C. Milne, 3 Hancock Street, Boston.
District No. 8.—George A. Cormey, 3 Hancock Street, Boston.
District No. 9.—Roy K. Beaudry, 3 Hancock Street, Boston.
District No. 10.—Neal P. Boyle, 3 Hancock Street, Boston.
District No. 11.—Albert V. Beaudry, 3 Hancock Street, Boston.
District No. 12. , 51 Franklin Street, Fall River.
District No. 13.—Frank W. Saunders, 51 Franklin Street, Fall River.
District No. 1J+-
—
John F. Casey, 476 Main Street, Worcester.
District Aro. 15.—Walter A. Penniman, 476 Main Street, Worcester.
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District No. 16.
—
Joseph E. Powers, 145 State Street, Springfield.
District No. 17.—Valere S. Laliberte, 145 State Street, Springfield.
District No. 18.—Royal J. McCarthy, 191 Main Street, Greenfield.
District No. 19.—Ernest E. Cleveland, 246 North Street, Pittsfield.
George L. Newman, 3 Hancock St., Boston.
District
District
District
District
District
District
District
District
District
District
Distr
Distr
Distr
Distr
Distr
Distr
Distr
D istr
Distr
Distr
Distr
Distr
Distr
Distr
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No. 8,
No. 9,
No. 10,
No. 11,
No. 12,
No. 13,
No. U,
No. 15,
No. 16,
No. 17,
No. 18,
No. 19,
No. 20,
No. 21,
No. 22,
No. 23,
No. 24.
Boiler Inspectors
-George W. Leadbetter, 3 Hancock Street, Boston.
-Edward J. Kelly, 3 Hancock Street, Boston.
-Willis A. Harlow, 3 Hancock Street, Boston.
-John D. MacKay, 3 Hancock Street, Boston.
-Herbert A. Sullivan, 51 Franklin Street, Fall River.
-Percy B. Bragdon, 51 Franklin Street, Fall River.
-Elmer O. Peterson, 3 Hancock Street, Boston.
-Benjamin S. Waterman, 3 Hancock Street, Boston.
-Wilbert E. Simm, 3 Hancock Street, Boston.
-John A. Murdock, 3 Hancock Street, Boston.
-John B. Kearney, 3 Hancock Street, Boston.
-Edward F. Masterson, 140 Washington Street, Salem.
-Henry Bushek, 140 Washington Street, Salem.
-George D. Mackintosh, 53 Central Street, Lowell.
-Edward A. Mores, 53 Central Street, Lowell.
-Henry F. Devine, 53 Central Street, Lowell.
-John M. Coleman, 476 Main Street, Worcester.
-Merrill W. Allen, 476 Main Street, Worcester.
-Herbert E. Mitchell, 476 Main Street, Worcester.
-George E. Richardson, 145 State Street, Springfield.
-Frank C. Hinckley, 145 State Street, Springfield.
-Arthur F. Lovering, 191 Main Street, Greenfield.
-Charles D. Maclnnes, 191 Main Street, Greenfield.
-Albert V. Lindquist, 246 North Street, Pittsfield.
BOARD OF BOILER RULES
George A. Luck, Boiler Inspector, Chairman.
Frederick A. Wallace, representing Boiler-using Interests.
Henry H. Lynch, representing Boiler-manufacturing Interests.
John A. Collins, representing Boiler-insurance Interests.
Charles J. Montani, representing Operating Engineers.
Bureau for the Storage of Liquids
Edward Moran, Boiler Inspector, in charge
Telephone Hubbard 7760
Bureau of Sunday Censorship
Patrick F. Healey, Building Inspector, in charge
Telephone Capitol 5120
Custodian of Contraband
Harold B. Williams, Lieutenant, in charge
Telephone Hubbard 7760
MASSACHUSETTS STATE BOXING COMMISSION
Eugene M. McSweeney, Commissioner of Public Safety, Chairman, ex-officio
Peter Carr, Commissioner Arthur G. Plante, Commissioner
Timothy C. Murphy, Secretary
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AMOUNTS PAID TO THE TREASURER OF THE COMMONWEALTH
December 1, 1938 — November 30, 1939
Air Tanks, fees for inspection of ......$ 1,668.00
Auctioneer License Law, forms furnished in compliance with . .85
Boilers, fees for inspection of . . . . . . . 40,063.00
Boxing Exhibitions:
Five per cent of gross receipts from boxing exhibitions . 17,079.86
Licenses to conduct boxing exhibitions, also licenses as phy-
sicians, referees, judges, timekeepers, professional boxers,
managers, trainers, or seconds, applications for . . 8,986.00
Forfeiture Fund Boxing ....... 335.00
Certificates of Competency, applications for ..... 375.00
Commission on Money taken in at Pay Stations .... 71.97
Elevator Licenses .......... 32.00
Engineers' and Firemen's Licenses and Operators' Hoisting
Machinery Licenses, applications for, and Appeals . . . 9,802.00
Entertainment Inspection ........ 36.00
Firearm Law, forms furnished in compliance with .
. . 339.95
Firearms, licenses to carry ........ 45.50
Forfeited Liquors .......... 36.07
Insurance Damaged Cars ........ 764.42
Lord's Day Entertainments, applications for approval of . . 62,130.00
Miscellaneous Income:
Cost of Replacing Equipment ...... 24.57
Damage to State Police Property ...... 7.50
Postage ........... .68
Moving Picture Machines:
Assistant's Permits and Renewals, applications for . . 301.50
Booths 56.00
Film Leaders 68.40
Licenses other than Safety Film, applications for . . . 429.00
Machines 132.00
Renewals of licenses to operate other than Safety Film,
applications for ......... 1,803.00
Safetv Film Licenses and Renewals, applications for . . 158.00
Sales Plates 32.50
Special Exhibition Permits, applications for .... 114.00
Petroleum Products, inspection of ...... 1,544.00
Private Detective Licenses, applications for ..... 4,800.00
Reimbursement for Services ........ 48.76
Sales
:
Confiscated Weapons ........ 3.50
Photostatic Copies 14.90
State Property 271.50
Used Tires 431.50
Seized Money Fund 1,429.86
Ticket Sellers' Licenses, applications for ..... 1,175.00
Witness Fees 5.10
Total $154,616.89
Financial Statement Verified.
Approved. Geo. E. Murphy, Comptroller.
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FINANCIAL STATEMENT OF 1939 APPROPRIATIONS
Administration
Personal Services of Commissioner
Personal Services of Others .
Expenses ......
Division of State Police
Salaries of State Police .
Personal Services of Civilians
Expenses of Uniformed Division .
Expert Assistance ....
Division of Inspection
Salary of Chief ....
Expenses . . . . .» .
Building Inspection Service
Salaries of Inspectors
Traveling Expenses
Boiler Inspection Service
Salaries of Inspectors
Traveling Expenses ....
Board of Boiler Rules
Compensation of Members
Expenses ......
Division of Fire Prevention
Personal Services of Fire Marshal
Personal Services of Fire Inspectors
Traveling Expenses
Expenses ....
State Boxing Commission
Personal Services
Expenses ....
Totals,
Appropriation
$ 6,000.00
101,500.00
63,152.37
599,000.00
121,000.00
441,018.33
14,980.42
4,000.00
804.65
54,900.00
10,755.89
68,580.00
11.815.59
1,000.00
663.18
4,000.00
53,550.00
11,525.67
2,746.36
10,200.00
6,839.36
Expenditures Balance
$ 6,000.00 $ —
100,021.81 1,478.19
58,505.97 4,646.40
595,753.16
116,343.85
402,908.43
14,048.77
4,000.00
346.57
52,502.09
10,727.38
68,580.00
11,699.61
1,000.00
269.18
4,000.00
51,492.03
11,242.77
2,731.96
10.200.00
6.706.48
Special Appropriation
3,246.84
4,656.15
38,109.90
931.65
458.08
2.397.91
28.51
115.98
394.00
132.88
1,588.031.82 1,529,080.06 58,951.76
Division of State Police, Special,
Hurricane and Flood Damage . 15,900.00 1,690.06 14,209.94




